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Abstract 
Computerized tomography (CT) has long been used successfdIy in diffaent ar- 
eas of science and engineering. X-ray tomography and MM in diagnostic medicine, 
and geographical imaging, usudy  used for characterizing the subsurface of earth, 
are wd-known examples. For experimental determination of stress fields, trans- 
mission photoelasticity has been well established and successfidy applied in solid 
bodies. However, for the determination of stress fields in particdate media, espe- 
cially in granular soil medium, very little research has been conducted. Here, based 
on CT principles, a non-destructive technique is presented for the determination of 
stress fields in ganular soil medium. This technique is based on crosshole seismic 
probing, which is usually used by geophysicists for geophysical imaging. In this 
technique, a set of seismic energy sources and a set of sensors are distributed on 
difEerent boudaries of the soil region of interest. The measured propagation delay 
between each source-receiver pair, usually called the "travel-then, is used to infer 
the stress field. 
The wave velocity field in granular soil medium is essentially anisotropic and 
heterogeneous. In conjunction with the borehole technique, two dXerent mat he- 
matical models have been presented to approach the problem. One is based on 
the states of stress at each point in the domain as the principal unknowns to be 
determined, and the other is based on defining the stress field as a mathematical 
expression with a certain number of unknown parameters. Both models lead to a 
constrained nonlinear least squares problem. However, the f i s t  tunied out to be 
technically unmanageable due to the highl nonlinearity of the governing equations 
and the large number of unknowns involved, while the latter proved to be not only 
manageable but also an efficient approach. To demonstrate the merits of this ap- 
proach for the determination of stress field of granular soil, a number of test cases 
corresponding to different boundary conditions are presented where the stress fields 
are reconstructed £rom travel-times which are produced numerically. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 General Background to the Problem 
Stress analysis of soil is one of the most chdenging topics in geotechnical engi- 
neering. Due to the particdate nature, the real mechanical behavior of soiI is very 
cornplex compared to that of continuous solid materials. 
The Finite Element Method has long been used for stress analysis of a soil 
medium. In classical Finite Element models, soil is modeled as a continuum; to 
compensate for its particdate nature, the mechanical behavior is usudy consid- 
ered elasto-plastic with strain hardening [Che85]. The elasto-plasticity and strain 
hardening characteristics have a limited validity and are different for different types 
of soil; the results have a high level of uncertainty. This dissertation embodies the 
results of a research program that was motivated by a number of recent papers such 
as Santamarina et al [SGM+93], and Santamarina and Potts [SP94] which provided 
experimental evidence that field measurements of travel-time could be used to infer 
the state of stress in particdate media. That is, the objective of the present work 
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is to provide a new technique for the determination of stress fields in granular soil 
without incorporating any stress-s train constitutive law. This technique resembles 
Photoelasticity which is an optical experimental technique designed to determine 
stress fields in solid bodies with complicated geometry. In photoelasticity, light is 
passed through a loaded transparent model of the body, which is initially isotropic 
and homogeneous. The stress field caused by the loading causes the transparent 
medium to become opticdy anisotropic. The optical anisotropy causes alteration 
of the of the light characteristics such as changes in phase or polarkation. These 
are measured and related to the stress field by means of a mathematical frame- 
work. In this technique, seismic waves are passed through a loaded region of soil 
that is initidy assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. The stress here simi- 
lady causes a non-homogeneous and anisotropic velocity field of the seismic waves. 
Alteration of the original wave characteristics such as propagation delay between 
pairs of points located on the boundary are rneasured and used in a mathematical 
model to predict the stress field. 
This technique provides a proper tool for determining the stress field using data 
obtained f?om measurements in situ. The proposed technique can be applied to 
verify classical models of stress analysis or to diagnose whether an existing soil 
region such as an earth dam is dose to failure. To apply this technique for design 
purposes in similar fashion to photoelasticity requires further research in model 
analysis . 
1.2 General Background 
Tomography is derived fkom the Greek word TOC(OC (tomos) that is, slice; it also 
refers to the cross-sectional Maging of an object fiom either transmission or reflec- 
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tion data colleched by illiiminating the object from many different directions. The 
object is illuminated by means of a certain kind of energy that excites the object 
and is transmitted in the form of waves. 
Dnring transmission, waves do not alter the characteristics of the object signif- 
icantly ; t herefore tomography is regarded as a nondes tructive met hod of imaging . 
Since measurements of data are made on the boundary of the object, tomography 
provides a relatively convenient way for coIlecting the data required for imaging 
purposes. 
The application of tomographie imaging in diagnostic medicine is weLl known, 
and the fkst medical application used x-rays for forming images of tissues based on 
their x-ray attenuation coefficients. 
Geotomography is a more recent application of computerized tomography as a 
nondestructive method in geophysical exploration. In contrast to medical tomog- 
raphy where the object can be interrogated from al1 sides, in geotomography a 
region underground can be viewed from only a few sides. Surface to surface data 
collection is one of the most convenient strategies in geotornography, but it usudy 
leads to poor images. Borehole to borehole methods are more appropriate. Ad- 
ditional surface or mine gallery sources and receivers where feasible gives better 
quality images. This work is concerned with the borehole to borehole case, usudy 
called crosshole tomography, however the presented methodology is fudamentally 
general, and additional surface or mine gdery measurements can easily be incor- 
porated. A subsurface region bounded by two boreholes including transmitters and 
receivers is shown in Figure 1.1. 
In geophysical applications, seismic energy, usually produced by explosion, is 
used to iuuminate the region. The energy propagation in the region is governed by 
Figure 1.1 : Subsurface region bounded by boreholes 
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the acoustic or the elastic wave equation. If the wavelength is rnuch smder  than 
the size of inhomogeneities, the wave equation can be simplified to the wd-known 
eikonal equation. If the conditions are not satisfied, diflicaction must be considered. 
For instance, if we have an anomaly, particularly a low velocity anomaly, with a 
size comparable to the wavelength, *action should certainly be considered. 
As waves are transmitted through the region, based on the distribution of cer- 
tain parameters in the region, they are reflected, refkacted and/or difbacted. The 
collected data contain information about these phenornena and therefore about the 
distribution of these parameters in the region. In the present work, the main con- 
Cern is evaluating the stress distribution in the region of soil. We assume that there 
is no interface in the region which may cause reflection; the stress is supposed to 
change continuously, therefore there will be no signiiîcant diffraction. Consequently, 
in this work, refraction will be the main factor that is emphasized. 
To obtain a rough idea about difficulties involved in geophysical tomography, we 
can consider the following equation which relates measured travel-tirnes ( t ; )  between 
two points on the boundary of the region and the spatial slowness distribution of 
wave propagation (S(T)   : 
where &- represents the ray path between two points dong which seismic energy 
propagates, and k is the number of rays taken into consideration. 
In equation (LI), & generdy is unknown and depends on the slowness dis- 
tribution. Therefore, the problem is nonlinear and cornput ationally involved. To 
overcome this problem, iterative methods are applied; however, they are not al- 
ways guaranteed to converge. The other serious difficulty is the lack of uniqueness 
of the solution for the equations. This arises due to the limited directional coverage 
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when sources and receivers are located in vertical boreholes. Noise is an inevitable 
problem, which contaminates the received signals and consequently leads to an in- 
consistent system of equations that has no exact solution. Although contaminated 
data can be processed for imaging purposes, it will still affect the quaLity of the im- 
age significantly, even though the magnitude of noise is usudy s m d  in geophysical 
applications. 
Anisotropy is one of the most serious problems which geophysicists ofken con- 
front. In geophysical exploration applications, geophysicists are usually concerned 
about inherent anisotropy caused by crystal orientation, particle orientation, crack 
orientation or lamination. In this study, we are cmcerned with stress induced 
anisotropy caused by contact orientation of particles as a result of loading. Wave 
propagation in anisotropic media presents unique phenornena such as birefringence 
or S-wave splitting, and quasi-propagation, i.e., particle motions in the three quasi- 
body-waves will not be pardel to the corresponding displacements of P, S, and 
Sh waves in isotropic media [He194, Au1731. To account for the anisotropy, more 
unknowns must be introduced, consequently the alteady ïll-conditioned problem 
becomes worse. 
1.3 Research Objective and Thesis Preview 
The objective of this work is to develop a method for stress determination in gran- 
ular soils, based on tomographie principles. It is assumed that data is a d a b l e  
which represents the behavior of acoustic waves in the soil. This data, in general, 
can be travel-times, wave amplitudes and/or MI patterns of the output wave. In 
this work, we will focus on travel-tirne of P-waves as a representation of wave be- 
havior. The topic of the reconstrnction of stress distribution in granular soit using 
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measured travel-tirnes is an inverse problem. Due to the novelty of this topic, to 
our knowledge, there is no mathematical model a d a b l e  that relates the measured 
travel-times to the stress distribution in granular soi1 media. Therefore, not only has 
the inverse problem not b e n  investigated before, but also there has been ody  few 
attempts to tackle the forward problem, In an attempt to accomplish our objective, 
we carried out our research step by step as follows: 
1. Mathematical modeling. Considering the heterogeneity and the stress induced 
anisotropy of the problem, and applying the exis king relations between the 
velocity of wave propagation and stress in particdate medium, we have es- 
tablished an integral equation that relates the measured travel-times to the 
stress field. Unlike equation (1. 1), our equation is nonlinear, not only due to 
its dependence on the ray paths, but also because of the nonlinear integrand. 
This unfort unately adds a s igdcant  level of complexity. 
2. Forward problem solution. We have carefidy studied ray tracing in isotropic 
and inherently anisotropie media, and concluded that a perturbation method 
that has been widely used in heterogeneous-isotropic media can suit our 
model. Therefore, we adopt this method and present an efficient ray trac- 
ing technique for stress induced heterogeneous-anisotropic soi1 media. 
3. Inverse problern solution. First, we present an inversion approach that is 
based on using stresses as the principal unknowns. Due to the large number 
of unknowns, and the limited information which is provided from the travel- 
times because of their limited directional coverage, the inverse problem is 
extremely iu-conditioned and the stress field cannot be reconstructed properly, 
even by applying regularization. Therefore, we introduce the equilibrium 
equations which must govern the stress field. This dramaticdy decreases 
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the degree of instability of the equations; however, the problem remains dl- 
conditioned. To improve the stability of the problem fnrther, we apply a 
regularization technique. 
The system of equations denved from the regularization technique has to be 
dealt with as a nonlinear least-squares problem, and solved iteratively. On 
the other hand, considering the fact that, typicdy, the number of unknowns 
involved in this approach is very large, an efficient way to handle the iterative 
procedure of inverse problem is certainly required. In our model, fortunately, 
each governing equation of the system involves only a few unknowns, con- 
sequently it s related Jacobian matrix is sparse. Therefore, an algorithm for 
solving sparse nonlinear least-squares problems was adopted and encoded to 
be applied in this problem. Unfortunately, due to the high nonlinearity of 
the travel-the equations and the large number of unknowns involved, test 
problems with synthetic data revealed that unless the initial guess is very 
close to the solution, the iterations often either diverge or converge to a local 
minimum. 
As a second attempt to solve the inverse problem, we present another ap- 
proach that is based on using stress functions with a Limited number of un- 
knowns to avoid some complexities we had in the f is t  approach. The stress 
functions are selected in such a way that they automatically satisG the equi- 
librium requirements, therefore the governing equations in this approach are 
only travel-time equations. These equations are stable, but still highly non- 
linear. To avoid convergence to a local minimum in this approach, we impose 
a number of realistic constraints to this system of equations. Consequently 
the obtained system has to be dealt with as a constrained nonlinear least- 
squares problem which is one of the chdenging problems in optimization. 
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This approach is encoded and applied to a number of test problems for the 
reconstruction of stress fields f?om synthetic travel-times. 
The details of these approaches are contained in subsequent chapters. In chap 
ters 2 and 3, we present a cornprehensive literature snrvey on some relevant princi- 
ples, methods and tools used in inverse problem applications which are to a certain 
degree similar to the problem of this study; Chapter 2 is devoted to issues related 
to forward modeling, while Chapter 3 is devoted to inverse problem issues. 
In Chapter 4, the principles of OUI approach to solve the problem in 2-D cases 
are addressed, and a relation between travel-times and stress field is derived. Using 
this relation, we present two approaches to formulate the inverse problem. In this 
fkst approach, we represent the unknown stress field by considering the unknown 
stress components on a set of ~re-specified nodes in the soi1 region of interest. In 
the second approach, we use the idea of stress potential fmctions to represent the 
stress field of the entire region parametricdy. Compared to the e s t  approach, 
the second has some attractive features such as involving only a small number of 
unknowns, and also involving a parametric stress field that automzticdy satisfies 
force equilibrium conditions. The last part of Chapter 4 essentially formulates the 
problem in 3-D cases. This formulation is basically an extension of the 2-D case 
formulation obtained fiom the second approach. 
Chapter 5 addresses the numerical solution of both the forward and the inverse 
problems in details. In Chapter 6, we present the application of the mode1 for stress 
reconstruction in different geotechnical problems. Findy, Chapter 7 is devoted to 
a summary and the conclusions of this work, dong with a discussion of future 
possible work. 
Chapter 2 
Forward Modeling in CT 
2.1 Introduction 
The present study is probably one of the fist  attempts to apply tomography to 
stress distribution reconstruction in soil. Due to the novelty of this subject, to the 
author's knowledge, no computational mode1 for stress distribution reconstruction 
has been presented in the literature so far. In this chapter, we will mainly review 
methods of forward modehg in computerized tomography, which are applied in 
geophysical explorations. These met hods are developed to determine spatial distri- 
bution of wave propagation velocity in a region excited by seismic energy. These 
investigations are relevant to the present study because the foundations are basi- 
cally the same. 
The problem of determining the wave propagation velocity in a region can be 
approached in three ways. First is the wave approach which is based on the govern- 
ing partial Werential equation of wave propagation; fundamentally it is the most 
accurate approach and it appears to be widely applicable, however it requises a 
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cumbersome computational process that limits its application. The second, diffrac- 
tion tomography, is based on a version of the wave equation that has been simplified 
to make the computational process of inversion easier. The simplifications are valid 
only in specific circumstances. The third set, ray based methods of tomography, 
are based on ray theory, which considers the transmission of energy dong rays. 
This is valid only in even more specific circumstances, but is computationally the 
simples t . 
Although the validity of diffraction tomography and ray based methods of to- 
mography is limited, these methods have been widely used by researchers. This 
is due to their relative simplicity, applicability and accuracy in cornparison to full 
wave approaches. Full wave approaches are theoretically ideal, but lead to severe 
computational difficulties. 
Because the reconstruction mode1 of this work is based on a ray approach, we 
will briefly discuss the foundations of wave and *action tomography approaches 
in forward modeling, and present a detaded discussion of ray based methods. 
Tomography is an inverse problem. To solve any inverse problem, we must 
have a deep understanding of its corresponding forward problem. This Chapter is 
devoted to a review of dserent approaches and some other issues related to the 
forward modeling, while Chap ter 3 is devoted to a review of techniques for solving 
the inverse problem. 
2.2 The Forward Problem 
In forward problems, the goal is to cornpute some behavior of a system correspond- 
ing to some parameter distribution. In geophysics, the primary forward problem is 
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the computation of travel-times for waves passing through a medium with known 
properties. 
2.2.1 Wave Propagation in Particulat e Media 
The consideration of mechanical wave propagation in particulate media was first 
initiated by Newton in the century, when he rnodeled air as a discrete medium 
for propagation of sound [Alo95]. Wave propagation in particulate media is very 
complicated when the wavelength approaches the paxticle diameter. Brillouin, in 
his classical text [Bri46], has summarized the most significant developments related 
to this subject until the 1940's. One of the most important conclusions of Brillouin's 
work is that when the wavelength is much greater than the interparticle spacing, 
waves t r a d  through particulate media as in a continuum. However, if the wave- 
lengt h approaches the interpartiele spacing, waves are aEected by the particulate 
nature of the medium. 
2.2.2 Anisotropy in Granular Soil 
There are basically two kinds of soi1 anisotropy: inherent anisotropy which can be 
caused by a variety of ordering processes on a umicroscopic" level, such as grain 
or crystal orientation, aligned cracks or fractures or periodic fuie layering (Yamel- 
lation") [Rel94]; and stress induced anisotropy which is caused by interparticle 
contact orientation as a consequence of loading. Researchers in ditferent fields 
are interested in difFerent parameters related to anisotropy. For example, explo- 
ration geophysicists are interested in the causes that makes the medium deviate 
from isotropy, while most of civil engineers are interested in the elastic constants 
in anisotropic medium. In this research, we are interested in stress distribution in 
a soil medium, therefore we are concerned with stress induced anisotropy and how 
it &ects wave propagation 
Stress Induced Anisotropy and Wave Propagation 
When a soil region undergoes loading, equilibrium and compatibility requirements 
lead to an inhomogeneous-anisotropic stress distribution. The state of a particu- 
late medium can be described at the micromechanical level by characterizhg the 
distribution of contacts, interparticle forces and particle orientations. Hence, it is 
theoreticdy possible to relate the micromechanical characteristics of the partic- 
da te  medium to the macro-characteristics of wave propagation such as velocity. 
Numerical and experimental micromechanics research of particdate media has led 
to important relations between the distribution of externally applied forces acting 
at the boundaries of a granular assembly, and the fabric anisotropy and anisotropic 
distribution of interparticle forces that evolve in response to boundary disturbances: 
the average number of contacts and the average normal contact forces increase in 
the direction of the higher normal stress until limiting values of force and fabnc 
anisotropy are reached. This change arises as a consequence of particle arrangement 
and the distribution of interparticle contact orientations and contact forces in a par- 
ticulate medium. Rothenburg [RotSO], and Rothenburg and Bathurst [RB89, RB921 
have proposed a truncated Fourier series to describe the distribution of these pa- 
rameters. Rothenburg and Bathurst [RB89, RB921 suggested the foIlowing approx- 
imation for the angular distribution of contact normals: 
E(8)  = 5{1 + a cos 2(8 - 8,)) 
7r 
where a is a parameter defining the magnitude of anisotropy in contact orientations 
and 9, defines the direction of anisotropy. A simila expression has been suggested 
for contact forces. Although it seems to be feasible to pursue this micromechanical 
a~proach to investigate wave propagation in particdate media with stress induced 
anisotropy, to the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been extended for 
this purpose. 
Cross-Anisotropic Media 
If a solid medium exhibits symmetry with respect to arbitrary rotations about one 
axis, then it is cded  cross anisotropic. In this case the matrix of elastic coefficients 
has only five dependent constants. Thus, with the z-axis as the axis of symmetry, 
Hooke's law c m  be expressed as follows: 
Inherently anisotropic soil is often modeled as cross-anisotropic medium espe- 
cially in geophysical exploration applications [&2, BC90, CP92, PC921. In the 
case of stress induced anisotropy, depending on the loading conditions, soil may 
behave as a cross-anisotropic medium or a medium with one plane of symmetry. 
For example, when a soil medium undergoes a symmetric loading such as a circular 
footing, soil behaves as a cross-anisotropic medium, while under plane strain condi- 
tions, soil may be regarded as a medium with one plane of symmetry. In such cases 
it may be t heoretically possible to develop relations between the elastic constants 
and the state of stress such as the one derived by Petrakis and Dorby [PD87]; such 
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relations, theoretically, can be used to derive the wave equation in the stress in- 
duced anisotropy case. However, the resulting wave equation would be extremely 
nonlinear , t hus very hard to handle for furthe. applications. 
2.2.3 Wave Velocity in Cross- Anisotropic Media 
A fundamental aspect of an anisotropic medium is the variation in velocity of a 
seismic wave with the direction of propagation. In anisotropic media, the velocity of 
plane wave propagation, called phase uelocity, differs fiom that of wave propagation 
which is called ray velocity. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the wave surface is defined 
as the locus of points reached at a given thne by an impulsive point source at time 
zero. Therefore a radial vector connecting the source to a point on this surface 
represents the ray velocity at that point. On the other hand, the phase velocity 
surface is defmed as the locus of radial vectors, which are perpendicular to the 
plane wave fronts of the wave surf'ace. 
O 
1 Phase veiocitv 
z surface 
Figure 2.1: Relationship between the wave surface and phase velocity surface 
Although no research has been conducted about wave propagation in media 
with one plane of symmetry, it is expected that the same phenornena exist .  
Wave Equation Solution 
The solution of wave equation for cross-anisotropic media [Whi83, ?] where the 
z-axis is the axis of symmetry leads to the fobwing equations for phase velocities: 
where 
and O is the phase angle measured from the z-axis of symmetry. The P-wave ray 
velocity cannot be easily expressed in terms of s t s e s s  coefficients in dosed form 
and it can be determined through parametric representations [Byu84], however 
approximate models are available as follows: 
4th Fourier Series Model. Byun et al [BCG891 proposed an approximate direct 
expression through a truncated Fourier type expansion of the form 
to describe the P-wave ray velocity surface for cross-anisotropic media. The 
three parameters ao, al and a2 are functions of our stifhess coefficients cil, s a ,  
c33 and cl4. Byun et al [BCG891 showed that, this three-term approximation 
to the ray velocity is an excellent fit to P-wave ray velocity even for highly 
anisotropic media. 
Elliptical Model. In this case of aoss-anisotropy, the ray velocity of SH-waves 
exhibits an elliptical dependence [Byu82, BCSO]. In this case, % h ,  the SH- 
wave ray velocity as a function of ray angle B can be expressed as 
which involves the vertical and horizontal velocities, respectively, 
Apparent P-wave anisotropy exhibited by some cross-anisotropic media is not 
strictly ellipticd [Byu82], however, any convex part of the wave front can be 
locdy fitted with an ellipse within the view angles involved in the specifk field 
situation [He194]. Due to this fact, Michelena et al [MMH93] showed that P- 
wave ray velocity in cross-anisotropic media can be approximated properly by 
a double elliptical mode1 that has elliptical shape around the axis of symmetry. 
2.2.4 Velocity-S tress Relations in Particulate Media: Mi- 
cromechanics Based Relations 
Velocity-stress relations in particdate media can be denved using micromechanics 
principles. Applying Hertz contact theory for a cubic elastic sphere pack under 
isotropic confhing stress uo leads to the following equation for the elastic modu- 
lus [Whi83]: 
which leads to the following equation for P-wave speed: 
Here, E., n., and p, are respectively the elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio and density 
of the solid fiom which the spheres are made. 
Using Hertz and Mincllin contact Theones, Chang et al [CMSSl] cornputed a 
shear modulus of a statically isotropic packing under isotropic confining stress 00 
where v and G are the Poisson's ratio and the shear modulus of the material fFom 
which the particles are made, e is the void ratio of the particulate media, and C, 
is the coordination aumber. This shear modulus and the Poisson's ratio for the 
packing which was proposed as 
can be used to find a corresponding velocity-stress relation. 
Micromechanics closed-form solution for G or v of random packings subjected 
to anisotropic loading are not available; a limited set of numerical results were 
presented by Chang et al [CMSSl]. 
Empirical Relations 
Andytical models based on micromechanics suggested a power relationship between 
velocity and stress of particulate media. For example, equation (2.9) has a simple 
form 
V, = a 2  (2.11) 
where p = and a is a constant that depends on the mechanical parameters of 
the solid fkom which the particles are made. In this kind of micromechanics based 
relations, the constant exponent ,û depends only on the nature of contact stinness, 
e-g. p = % for HertWan contact, and ,û = f for cone-to-plane contact [GodSO], while 
it has been observed that microfabric changes upon the increased state of stress and 
elasto-visceplastic contact behavior is also important [AS!%]. Considering all t hese 
factors may lead to very complicated analytical models; instead several inves tigat ors 
have proposed empiricd expressions for this purpose. 
For P-wave velocity of wave propagation in grandar soi1 media Schmertmann [Sch78], 
Kopperman et al [KSK82b] and Santamarina and Potts [SP94] suggested the same 
power relationship of equation (2.11). For dry sand, Schmertmann [Sch78] found 
while Kopperman et al [KSK82b] and Santamarina and Potts [SP94] found 
,O = 0.22 - 0.23 and ,û = 0.19 - 0.22 
respectively. For shear wave velocity, Schmertrnann [Sch78] sugges ted the same 
power relationship with 
P = 0.2 - 0.29 
for dry sand. Other researchers [Roe79, KSK82a, YR84, SF95j have suggested 
another empirical relation to relate the shear wave velocîty dong principal di- 
rections with the da t e  of stress in anisotropicdy bounded media: 
Here, A, a and B are constants, op is the stress in the direction of propagation, and 
om is the stress in the direction of particle motion. Another empirical relation has 
been suggested by Santamarina and Cascante [SC96]: 
where A, and $ are constants. 
I t  must be noted that equations (2.11) to (2.13) are not valid dong non-principal 
stress directions [AS95]. 
2.2.5 Wave Approach in Forward Modeling 
In the wave approach of forward modeling, either elastic or acoustic wave equations 
are considered. The elastic wave equations for and isotropie elastic medium are 
Here T is the position vector, the dilatation A is the volume change per unit volume, 
u; represents the displacement vector components, and Bi represerits the rotation 
vector components. The first equation governs the P-waves and the second the 
S-waves. These equations can be obtained by combining Newton's law and a gen- 
eralized Hooke's law [OfE8]. 
The acoustic wave equation c m  be obtained by combing Newton's equation of 
motion with an equation of state linking changes in pressure to changes in vol- 
ume [Mor48]. This leads to the following equation: 
1 a 2 P ( r ,  t )  
S(r, t )  = - 1 
C2(r) at2 - P(r)V[-V P(r ,  t ) ]  = S(T, t )  P ( 4  (2.16) 
Analytical solution for the elastic and acoustic wave equations to obtain the 
displacement field U(T ,  t )  or pressure field P(T,  t )  as a function of space and tirne 
are a d a b l e  for only few simple cases [WhiSt, Mor481. Solutions of these equations 
for other cases are attainable using numerical methods such as the fùiite difference 
and finite element methods. The finite clifference method is used more often to 
obtain numerical solutions for the wave equations. Alterman and Karal [AK68], 
Virieux [Vk84, Vir861, Gauthier et al [GVT86], and Vafidis et al [VAKSZ] have 
used the finite difference numerical method to solve the wave equations in time 
domain, while Woodward and Rocca [WR88], Petrick et al [PBJ+88], and Pratt 
and Worthington [P WSB] have used the same method in fiequency-domain. 
2.2.6 Reduced Wave Equation Approach of Forward Mod- 
eling 
As described by Kak and Slaney [KS88], the fidd u(3  is first considered to be the 
sum of two components 
u ( 3  = u.(q + u.(* 
The component u,(q is the field present without any inhomogeneities, and the 
component u.(F"), known as the scattered field, will be that part of the total field that 
can be attributed solely to inhomogeneities. This leads to the following equation: 
Here g is a known Green's function, and o(T)u(?) is the forcing function of the 
wave equation. Since this integral equation for the scattered field, u,, is written in 
terms of the total field, u = uo + u., this equation cannot be solved directly, but a 
solution can be obtained using either the Born or the Rytov approximation. 
The Fist  Born Approximation 
If we substitute u(F) = uo(r') + u.(3 in equation (2.17), we obtain the following 
integral equation: 
However if the scattered field, u. (3, is s m d  compared to uo(r'), the effects of the 
second integral can be ignored to obtain the approximation: 
This is called the fmt Born approximation which is valid ody when the field, u,(T), 
is smaller than uo(F). 
The First Rytov Approximation 
In the Ryt ov approximation which is valid under slightly different restrictions, firs t 
the total field is represented as a complex phase or 
Here, the total complex phase, a, is expressed as foilows: 
where uo(3  = exp Go(?) and @, i s  the scattered complex phase. Substituting in 
the wave equation and simplifying leads to a differential equation that yields the 
following solution: 
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Using the Rytov approximation, we assume that the term in brackets in equation 
(2.22) can be approximated to O(?). This leads to the first-order Rytov approxi- 
mation to the function uO@. as follows: 
Thus Qi., the cornplex phase of the scattered field is given by 
The Rytov approximation is valid under a less restrictive set of conditions than 
the Born approximation [KS88]. Both of these approximations are the basis of the 
"Fourier Diffraction theorem" which is the base of difkaction tomography. 
2.2.7 Ray Based Approximation of Forward Modeling 
Born and Wolf [BW65] used the wave equation to show that when the wavelength 
of the propagation energy is s m d  compared to the size of the scatterers, or when 
the changes in the transmission speed per unit wavelength are small, energy may 
be regarded as being transported dong curves that are orthogonal trajectories to 
the moving wave fronts. 
The Eikonal Equation 
The basic equation of geometricd acoustics describing the propagation of wave 
fronts in an inhomogeneous medium of a continuously varying wave propagation 
speed, c, is the eikonal equation 
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where the surfaces O(r )  = constant may be called the geometncal wave fronts, 
and p and k are the density and bdk modulus of the gas or fluid through which the 
wave is propagating. As described by Nolet [Nol87], this equation can be obtained 
by applying Fourier transform to the acoustic equation and then assuming that the 
eequency w -t oo. The vector +O is perpendicular to the wave front, and therefore 
by definition pardel to the ray. Let ting dr' be a tangent dong the ray with length 
ds, equation (2.25) leads to the following second-order diaerential equation for rays: 
Beginning mth the equation of elastic waves and following a similar way, we 
can obtain the following eikonal equations of wave propagation in isotropic elastic 
media: 
Here p is the solid density, X and p are Lame's elastic constants, and V, and are 
the P-wave and S-wave velocities. 
The Fermat's Principle in Ray Tracing 
Fermat's principle is an important and very useful principle that was formulated 
in the 17th centnry originally for optical rays. This principle states that energy 
propagates dong the path that makes travel-the minimum. If we corisider the 
energy as propagating dong a generally curved ray between two points through a 
medium with V(F) representing the speed of energy transfer, the following integral 
equation will relate the travel-time t to V(7): 
where R represents the c w e d  ray and dr is an infinitesimal portion of the ray in 
the neighborhood of t. 
Another way to obtain the eikonal equations, as shown by Stavroudis [Sta72] 
and Nolet [No187], is to use Euler's equation in "Calculus of Variation" to minimize 
the travel-time in equation (2.29). 
Validity of the Ray Approximation 
Many researchers have studied the Muence of difEacted waves when the ray a p  
proximation is incorporated. Wielandt [Wie87] concluded that ray approxima- 
tion works well for positive anomalies, but in the presence of a negative anomaly, 
travel-time data are likely to present the travel-time of the fastest path around the 
anomaly, even at relatively short distances. In cases where diffracted waves have no- 
ticeable amplitudes, if we use ray based models, inclusions with a positive anomaly 
will appear larger than they are in nature; the amplitude of negative anomalies 
may be grossly underes timated. 
Methods of Ray Tracing 
There are basicdy two main met hods for tracing rays between two given end-points 
t hrough a continuousiy varying field: initial d u e  and boundary d u e  methods. In 
the h s t  method, often called the shooting method, we shoot the ray fEom one end- 
point in a certain initial direction, find its destination, and then systematicdy vary 
the initial direction until the ray emerges at the desired end-point. In the second 
method, often called the bending method, we vary the curved path between the end- 
points until it satisfies Fermat's principle. The shooting methods are simple and 
straightforward, but on the other hand much more time consuming than bending 
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methods. According to Julian and Gubbins [JG77], they somethes take 10 times 
as much as bending methods. The bending methods, on the other hand, are fast 
and efficient. 
Shooting Methods 
Wesson [Wes'll] developed a numerical technique to trace seismic rays in an isotropic- 
inhomogeneous medium. In that work, he used the central finite difFerence approx- 
imations to the ray equation. 
Julian and Gubbins [JG77] considered another formulation for the ray equation 
in the 3-D case which leads to an initial value problem for a system of fist-order 
differential equations. To solve this system, the s t arting direction correspondhg to 
the desired end-point is found iteratively. 
Johnson et al [JGSJ75] considered the ray equation (2.26) as the basis for a ray 
tracing algorithm. This equation, in combination with a truncated Taylor series, 
leads to the folIowing expression suit able for numerical implement ation: 
where n is the refraction index. One systematic way for finding the proper starting 
direction in the shooting methods is using Newton-Raphson method as used by 
many researchers ((LD80, AK821). 
The method of characteristics is based on a direct solution to the eikonal equa- 
tion. This method was initidy introduced by Jakowatz and Kak [JK76]; for the 
2-D case it leads to the foliowing numericd algorithm: 
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X j + l  = xj + (:)AS 
Y j + i  = yj  + (:)A, 
&AS Pj+i = P j  + ;?; 
"AS Qi+ï = qj + 
w h e r e p = & a n d q = -  &- 
Lytle and Dines [LDIO] introduced a numerical algorithm which is based upon 
a Runge-Kutta solution of the 2-D ray equation: 
They used a Newton-Raphson method to obtain the correct starting O. 
White [Whi89] and Bregman et al [BBCSga, BCB89] used a velocity field with 
piecewise constant gradient in a mesh of tnangular ceus. They proved the analytical 
ray path in each cell is a circular arc, thus their ray tracing method is a matter 
of connecting these circular arcs starting by a proper shooting direction which is 
found iteratively. 
Bending Methods 
Wesson [Wes71] used the central difference approximations to the ray equation 
to formulate the bending method for the seismic-ray tracing problem. Chan- 
der [Cha75] developed an equivalent method by approximating the integral equation 
of the travel-the (2.29) by a sum, and then solving for the minimum time-path 
directly. 
Julian and Gubbins [JG77] developed a method which differs slightly ~ O M  those 
of Wesson [Wes'll] and Chander [Cha75]; they expressed the ray differential equa- 
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tions in terms of changes in the ray-path, linearized, and solved them iteratively 
after applying the finite ditference approximations. 
Yang and Lee [YL?6] introduced another approach based on bending; they first 
reduced the second-order ray expressions to a set of first-order equations and then 
solved them by applying a finite difference technique. This approximation leads 
to a system of nonlinear equations that must be solved numericdy. Pereyra et 
al [PLKSO] followed the same approach and applied the Newton-Raphson method 
to solve the system of nonlinear equations. 
To avoid f&g in local minima, Thurber and Ellsworth [TE801 proposed ap- 
proximating the complex heterogeneous medium, by a layered medium by laterally 
averaging velocities in region local to the source and receivers. Ray-paths in the 
approximated mode1 can be easily determined and used as the starting paths. For 
more accurate ray tracing routines, Um and Turber [UT871 proposed an approxi- 
mate fast algorithm as a bending method. Rather than expticitly solving the ray 
expression, they perturbed a starting path to minimise the travel-time. The per- 
turbation is made according to a geometrical interpretation of the ray equation. 
Prothero et al [PTE881 developed another ray tracing fast algorithm. They first 
determined the best circular arc path between two end-points which minimizes the 
travel-time, and then made perturbation consisting of a s u m  of N sinusoidal terms 
of the circular arc path to minimize the travel-tirne. To find the amplitudes of the 
sinusoidal terms which minimizes the travel-time, they used the simplex method of 
Nelder and Mead [NM65]. Bertyman [BerSO] applied a similar algorithm in which 
a straight line rather than a circular arc path is perturbed by sinusoidal terms. 
Vidale [Vid88] suggested a ray tracing method based on solving the eikonal 
equation (2.25). That method appeared to be accurate. The algorithm includes 
two steps: In the first step, travel-time values at all grid-points are calculated by 
using a finite diffaence approximation to the eikonal equation. At the second step, 
ray-paths with minimum travel-times are located by tracing the path of steepest 
gradient of travel-the fiom the receivers back to the source. This type of method 
is often called a forward-and-backward method. Asakawa and Kawanaka [AK93] 
proposed another ray tracing method based on the forward-backward method. In 
this method, they divided the region into a number of cells, and considered an 
extra number of calculation points on each cell boundary. They assumed that the 
travel-time at any point between two other calculation points on the boundary can 
be linearly interpolated in terms of the travel-times of the calculation points. In the 
forward process, the travel-times of the calculation points are computed successively 
using the previously calculated travel-times on the points in the neighborhood. In 
the backward process, they used the procedure in [Vid88]. 
Ray Tracing in Anisotropic Media 
Based on the general form of the elastic wave equation 
~ervenf  [ ~ 7 2 ]  derived the eikonal equations which govem compressional waves 
and shear waves propagating in heterogeneous-anisotropic media. To derive these 
equations , he assumed elastic constants that are continuous functions of position. 
Those equations were derived using the theory of ray series and they lead to a 
system of ordinary first-order differential equations to be solved for obtaining ray 
paths. That method of ray traung appeared to be cumbersome; it is impractical 
to apply for iterative inversion algorithms where ray tracing must be iteratively 
carried out. 
Tanimoto [Tan871 presented ray expressions for surface waves in anisotropic 
laterdy inhomogeneous media. Those equations are derived in two ways: f is t  
from the Hamilton's canonical equations, and second from Fermat's principle. 
2.3 Closure 
In this chapter, we have presented a literature review of methods of forward model- 
ing in computerized tomography. Here, we will summarize each presented method. 
In section 2.2.2, we addressed the issue of anisotropy in granular soil. In that sec- 
tion, we pointed out that there are two kinds of soil anisotropy: inherent anisotropy 
and stress induced anisotropy. A considerable amount of research has been done 
in relation to wave propagation in cross-anisotropic media. The outcome of this 
research is some analytical relations for calcdating phase and ray velocities. We 
have not corne across any research work which addresses wave propagation in stress 
induced anisotropic media. 
In section 2.2.4, we fkst reviewed analytical velocity-stress relations in particu- 
late media based on micromechanics. Those relations are somewhat complicated, 
and can be applied in only limited circumstances. On the other hand, empirical 
relations are less complicated and are widely used in geotechnical applications. 
In section 2.2.5, we discussed various wave approaches for forward problerns. 
These approaches are based on the p.d.eYs of the wave propagation which are, 
theoreticdy, capable of providing high-resolution images. They require a huge 
amount of computation, and because of high nonlinearity involved in the governing 
equations, numerical algorithms may lead to local minima. For stress induced 
anisotropic media, the governing p.d.e's of wave propagation are not available, so 
that this approach is not applicable. 
The reduced wave equation approach which is reviewed in section 2.2.6 is based 
on a simplified version of the wave equations, and is applicable when the scattered 
field is s m d .  This approach leads to a forward process which is more efficient than 
the wave approach; because the Green's function is not a d a b l e  for stress induced 
anisotropic media, it is not applicable in this study. 
In section 2.2.7, we reviewed ray based methods of forward modeling. These 
methods can be applied when the wavelength is small compared to the size of scat- 
terers, or when the inhomogeneity is continuous. The most important part of the 
forward modeling is ray tracing, for which two sets of methods are reviewed: shoot- 
ing and bending. The shooting methods are simple and straight forward, but time 
consuming compared to bending methods. Bending methods are fast and efficient, 
and can be divided into two sets: those based on the ray differential equation, 
and those based on perturbation methods. Perturbation based methods are widely 
used and have proved to be successfd in many applications. For ray tracing in 
cross-anisotropic media, the eikonal equation has been derived and used for ray 
tracing. For ray tracing in stress induced anisotropic media, to our knowledge, no 
method has been suggested; perturbation methods used in isotropic media can be 
easily extended to this kind of anisotropic media. In chapter 4, we wiU present a 
ray tracing technique for stress induced anisotropic media based on perturbation 
methods. 
Chapter 3 
Inverse Problem in CT 
Introduction 
The inverse problem, in general sense, is the determination of a parameter or a set 
of parameters, e.g.? velocity of wave propagation 60m a set of measured parameters, 
cg., travel-time. In tomography, the spatial distribution of parameters is of interest, 
therefore the purpose of solving inverse problems a i se  in tomography applications 
is the determination of the spatial distribution of some parameter(s) from a set of 
measured parameter(s). IR this chapter, we WU present a review on techniques and 
schemes commonly used in the inverse problem of geophysical tomography. 
3.2 Inverse Problem in the Wave Approach 
In Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2, the wave approach waç presented for forward model- 
ing. This approach is based on the solution of the wave differential equations. One 
of the earliest attempts to apply the wave equations in inverse problems was made 
by Bleinstein and Cohen [BCN], and Cohen and Bleinstein [CB79]. ki that work, 
the acoustic wave equation is simplified in such a way that the inversion of refiected 
data leads to a closed form solution. The approximation used in the simplified wave 
equation is valid for small transverse variations compared to vertical variations. 
In Tarantola (Tar84aI and Gauthier et al [GVT86], the exact f o m  of the acoustic 
equation is used for the forward modeling. In that work, a nonlinear inversion 
procedure using a leaçt-squares method has been used to minimize the misfit of 
the calculated and obsecved pressure field Po(r, t) for disaete points on the surface. 
This leads to minirnization of a nonquadratic function in a multi-variable space. 
The procedure uses the gradient method in optimization; forward modeling, as a 
part of the inversion procedure, is based on a finite ciifference approximation of the 
acoustic wave equation in the tirne domain. 
Tarantola (Tar84bI and Mora (Mort371 have tackled the inverse problem of the 
elastic wave. Following Tarantola [Tar84a], they have used the same nonlinear 
inversion strategy to obtain the solution which rninimizes the misfit of calcdated 
and observed displacements u(r, t)  at discrete points on the boundary. 
The strategy presented by Tarantola [Tar84a, Tar84b1, Gauthier et al [GVT86], 
and Mora [Morfil71 which is based on the wave equations in time domain has some 
serious drawbacks, e.g., consuming huge computational tirne. To overcome this 
drawback, Pratt and Worthington [PW90] and Pratt [PraSO] carried out the forward 
modeling procedure in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. For 
the forward problem part, they applied the finite difference technique to solve the 
wave equations in the frequency domain; for inversion, they applied the strategy 
used by Tarantola [Tar84a]. 
Because of the highly nonlinear relation between data and the desired model, 
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and on the other hand the large number of iinknowns involved in the wave approach, 
traditional optimisation techniques are Iikely to converge to a local minimum, un- 
less the starting point is adequately close to the global minimum. To provide 
such a starting point, Pratt and Goutly [PG91] suggested travel-time tomography, 
which is based on ray approximation as a proper way for obtaining acceptable low 
resolution images. In that work, they used the same strategy used by Pratt and 
Worthington [PW90] and Pratt [PraSO]. 
In Tarantola [Tarala] and following work, the entke output wave pattern is ch* 
sen to construct the misfit function; this is the main reason of the highly nonlinear 
relation between the data and mode1 space. To overcome this problem, Lou and 
Schus ter [LSSL] have moved in another direction; they reduced the nonlineaxity 
by expressing the wave equation in terms of travel-tirne, thus choosing the travel- 
time parameter to construct the misfit function rather than the entire output wave 
pattern, 
3.3 Transform Based Inversion Methods 
Using Born or Rytov approximations, the Fourier f i a c t i o n  theorem can be ob- 
tained [KS88]: When an object is illuminated by a plane wave, the Fourier trans- 
form of the forward scattered field measured on a line parallel to the plane wave 
gives the values of the 2-D Fourier transform of the object dong a semicircular 
arc in the fiequency domain. As the frequency of wave increases, the radius of arc 
increases until the scattered field is closely approximated by the Fourier Slice The- 
orem which is stated as [Kak85]: The Fourier transform of a parallel projection of 
an image f (2, y) taken at an angle O gives a slice of the two-dimensional transform 
F(u,v ) ,  subtending the angle O with the u-ais. 
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To apply these theorems in tornography, we must illuminate the object by plane 
waves from many directions. In the way we may obtain the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the object and finally recover the object by Fourier inversion. 
Devaney [Dev82] used the Rytov approximation and developed formulas that 
operate on the monofiequency scattered field. Devaney [Dev84] discussed geophys- 
icd applications of diffraction tomography. 
One of the major problems in geophysicd applications of the Fourier diffrac- 
tion theorem is that the region cannot be imaged by pardel beams because such 
plane wave-forms cannot be generated exactly. To overcome this problem, Whit- 
ten and Molpeux [WM88] have presented an extension of the algorithm suggested 
by Devaney [Dev82], which dows for the use of sources with arbitrary radiation 
patterns. 
Extraction of the scattered wave field from the total recorded wave field is a 
serious difficulty for the implementation of *action tomography. This problem 
reduces to the problem of estimating the source signature. Pratt and Worthing- 
ton [PW88] have shown how the source function can be extracted statically kom 
the data. 
3.4 Ray Based Travel-Time Tomography 
B y introducing S(F) = A the slowness of wave propagation, we may use equation 
V(+3 ' 
(2.29) to obtain the travel-time equation: 
P 
This equation is a Fredholm integral equation of the f i s t  kind [dHdO] which can be 
written down for each pair of source-receiver on the boundary of the region. The 
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purpose of inversion is to determine S(3, the slowness distribution of the region of 
interest, fkom a given set of rneasured travel-times t. 
If the ray paths are known, then by discretizing the region into s m d  cells and 
supposing that the ray path in the cell is a 
constant, we can obtain the following linear 
C Afijs  
j 
straight line dong which the speed is 
algebraic equations: 
This is the discretized version of (3.1); here ti is the measured travel-time of the ith 
ray and AT, is the length of the portion of the ith ray contained in the j th cell. 
Combining the equations for all the rays, we obtain the matrix equation 
where [Ml is a matrùr that depends on the ray path and (S )  and {t) are the vectors 
of slowness and the measured travel-times, respectively. 
Many researchers (e-g., (DL79, McM83, Iva871) considered the rays as straight 
lines; under this assumption, the problem becomes linear and, consequently, rel- 
atively easy to invert. However, in most applications, it is well-known that ray 
bending is sigiilficant where spatial variations of speed are considerable. Thus, 
neglecting the ray-bending in such regions is not reasonable, and the straight line 
assumption is valid only in limited cases. 
3.4.1 Reconstruction Techniques in S traight-Ray Tomogra- 
P ~ Y  
Even though the straight ray assumption in geophysical applications is vslid in only 
very limited cases, some researchers (e.g. [LL77, DL79, McM83, Iva871) have used 
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reconstruction techniques that are based on this assumption. These techniques are 
essentially based on solving the system of equations (3.3); this can be carried out 
using iterative methods or matrix methods. 
Iterative Methods 
In tomographie imaging applications, iterative methods based on the "method of 
projections" have been applied successfdy. This method, first proposed by Kacz- 
marz [Kac3?] and elucidated by Tanabe [Tan'll], is based on the system of linear 
where M and N are the number of equations and unknowns, respectively. Each of 
these equations represents a hyperplane in N-dimensional space, and the image may 
be considered as a single point, the intersection of the hyperplanes in this space. 
The computational procedure for locating this point consists of first starting with 
an initial guess on the first hyperplane, projecting this point on the next hyperplane 
successively and finally projecting back onto the f i s t  hyperplane, and so forth. If 
a unique solution exists, the iterations WU always converge to that point; however, 
if the system is singular, the iterations converge to a point with minimum distance 
to the initial guess point [Tan'll]. The process of projecting point S('-'), obtained 
from the (i - 1) th iteration on the hyperplane represented by the ith equation to 
yield point S ( i )  can be mathematically described by: 
where ti is the measured travel-time dong the ith ray, while is the cornputed 
travel-time based on the (i - 1)th solution. This direct implementation of the 
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method for a system with a large number of views with a large number of unknowns 
is expensive, but there are many approximate algorithms based on the idea: ART, 
SIRT, SART, etc. 
In ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique), in order to speed the computa- 
tion, the ma's in the last equation are simply replaced by 1 or O, depending upon 
whether the center of the kth image ceU is or is not within the ith ray [KS88], 
and the values of S are corrected after each iteration. Noise in the measurements, 
and the procedure used for correction after each iteration, lead to poor images. 
This technique has been used for geotomography by Larger and Lytle [LL77] and 
MacMechan [McM83]. 
SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative Technique) uses the same approximations as in 
ART, but applied the correction only after all available rays have been examined. 
This approach, though slower than ART, usually leads to better results [KS88]. 
Dines and Lytle [DL791 applied this technique for imaging attenuation and speed 
in crosshole tomography. They applied SIRT in combination with averaging scheme 
for smoo t hing . 
SART (Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique), first reported in An- 
derson and Kak [AK84], is another method that combines the best of ART and SIRT 
to get reconstructions of good quality and namerical accuracy in only one itera- 
tion [KS88]. In this method, as in SIRT, the correction terms are simultaneously 
applied for ail the rays in one projection. 
Matrix Methods 
To invert the iinear systems that appear in the computational process in tomo- 
graphie applications, m a t e  rnethods are widely applied. To employ the existing 
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techniques for inversion purposes, there are some difiiculties that should be consid- 
ered. The most important difficdty is that the matrix of coefficients that appears in 
geotomographic applications is neither square nor of full rad,  and also the systems 
are mixed-determined. The o tha  aspect of the linear systems is that the vector 
of measured data is not accurate because of the inevitable noise. Singular value 
decomposition can be employed to analyze the effect of noise on the solution of 
equation (3.3). 
Accordhg to Lancsoz [LanGI], any M x N matrix G can be written as the 
product of three matrices as follows: 
where U and V are orthogonal matrices of dimensions M x M and N x N re- 
spective?~, and A is an M x N diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are cded 
"singular values". The generalized inverse of G denoted by G+ including only the 
r non-zero singular values is: 
G+ = u,T (3.7) 
Therefore, applying the so-called natural solution of any linear system such as 
Gx = d can be expressed as: 
5 = G+d (3.8) 
This natural solution reduces to the minimum length solution when the problem 
is purely under-determined, and to the least squares solution when the problem is 
purely over-determined [Men89]. An equivalent expression for the natural solution 
is: 
where ai are coefficients related to the measured data, and Ai and are the singular 
values and the columns of V respectively. In geophysical applications, there are 
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commonly a number of s m d  singular values among the non-zero ones; these cause 
amplification of the noise carried by ai; S M  must be modified. 
Damping stabilizes the natural solution when the data contains noise; equation 
(3.9) is replaced by: 
Wben X; is small, the contribution of the correspondkg eigen vector is s m d  so 
that the noise is not amplified; when Xi is large compared to p, the latter has Little 
effect. The natural solution can be written: 
Another way to obtain equation (3.11) is to minimize a combination of solution 
error and length (9 = tzT& + p 2 ( x T x ) ) ,  where E = Gz - d. This minimization leads 
to: 
i = ( G ~ G  + I ) - ' G = ~  (3.12) 
This is cded the Ridge regression estimate or the damped-le&-squares solu- 
tion [Men89], and it has been applied by many researchers such as Wiggins [Wig72] 
who used equation (3. Il), Nolet [No1851 who compared some inversion algorithms 
used to obeain the solution, Bregman et al [BBC89a, BCB89, BBCSSb], White [Whi89], 
Berryman [Ber901 and Phillips and Fehler [PFSl]. Berryman [Bergo] applied an- 
other version of the damped-least-squares solution which is based on minimizing a 
combination of solution error and the dis tance between the solution and anot her 
starting point. 
The damped le&-squares method can be generalized, if a combination of solu- 
tion error and some functional such as Cr rather than solution length is minimized. 
Thus, (11 Gz - dl12 + p2 (ICx[I2) can be minimized to yield the following regularization 
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equation: 
( G ~ G  + p 2 ~ T ~ ) z  = ~~d 
The damped least-squares solution is a special case where C = 1. In practice C 
is chosen to smooth out the oscillations in the solution caused by noise; ofien Cz is 
taken so that it approximates the second derivative of the solution. Equation (3.13) 
has been used by many researchers such as Lytle and Dines [LD80] who applied 
this technique using the Laplacian operator to constnict C in borehole to borehole 
tomography, and Ivansson [Iva87]. 
Equation (3.9) shows that 5 is linearly dependent on the eigen- values of the 
G matrix. This means that errors in G arising fiom modeling approximations WU 
lead to errors in 2; these are compounded with errors arising from noisy data. 
The total least-squares solution at tempts to find a solution that minimizes these 
errors in some sense. Golub and Van Loan [GVLBO] presented a singular value 
decomposition analysis of this problem, and Weldon Demmel [Dern87], Van Huffal 
and Van dewalle [VHV88] have modified their algorithm. 
3.4.2 Iterative Schemes in Curved-Ray Tomography 
Wi thin the las t several years, researchers in tomography have recognized t hat in 
the case of strongly refkacting media, straight-line inversion can lead to signtficant 
reconstruction error. This has lead to the development of reconstruction techniques 
in curved-ray tomography. 
In cucved-ray tomography, we attempt to determine S ( 3 ,  the slowness distri- 
bution from a set of measured travel-times that are governed by equation (3.1). 
In this equation, R is governed by the Eikonal equation. In general, the problems 
defined by equation (3.1) and the Eikonal equation are highly nonlinear, therefore 
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iterative schemes suggested to solve them are not always guaranteed to converge to 
desired solutions. 
S traight-Line Inversion wit h Modified Data 
Straight-Line Inversion with ModXed Data (SLIM) is an iterative approach that 
involves the straight-line inversion of a modified data set that iç updated in each 
iteration. The measured data, e.g., t are used to produce an initial field approxi- 
mation, e.g. S(O)? and then for each subsequent iteration k, the data are adjusted 
by the difference between the data i?'-') predicted on the basis of preceding iter- 
ate S(k-l) and the true data set t .  That is, each iteration is characterized by the 
straight line inversion of modified data 6 where 
where 8') = t .  The predicted data i(') are n o m d y  produced by applying well 
est ablished ray tracing methods, and iteration continues until some termination 
criterion for either the predicted data set Pk)  or the field iterations S(k)  is satisfied. 
The SLIM process, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1, has been used by re- 
searchers in different tomography disciplines; Ivansson [ha851 used this technique 
in geophysical imaging. 
Curved Ray Algebraic Inversion 
In Cnrved Ray AIgebraic Inversion (CRAI), straight-line inversion is used only to 
provide an initial iterate ~ ( ' 1 .  Subsequent approximations S(k)  are obtained by 
curved-ray inversion where the ray paths are defined on the basis of the preceding 
iterate S(k-') ,  and this inversion process typically involves discretization of the 
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I k )  (Ir-1) not satisfied 
t = t + (t - i ) - 
( STOP ) 
S traight-Line Inversion & 
(k-1) Slowness Determination S 
Figure 3.1: SLIM-Straight line inversion with modified data 
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field followed by solution of the resdting system of algebraic equations. The CRAI 
concept which is outlined in Figure 3.2 has been applied by many researchers such 
as Lytle and Dines [LDSO] who applied it in borehole to borehole tomography. 
Although the use of straight-line inversion leads to an a l g o ~ t h m  that is faster 
and easier to implement than CRAI, SLIM appears to be a rather unsophisticated 
method where the data are adjusted to counteract the inaccuracy due to the con- 
ventional inversion approach used. 
Generalized Iterative Schemes in Curved-Ray Tomography 
301ovich [Do1901 showed that both SLIM and CRAI can be interpreted as mappings 
of the general form: 
S = S + 0-'(t - MS) (3.15) 
where M is the operator which maps S, the slowness vector, to t, the travel-times 
vector, and O-' is an inverse operator. Using the contraction mapping theorem, 
Dolovich has studied and analyzed the convergence properties of mappings of the 
form given by equation (3.15) in general and of SLIM and CRAI in particular. He 
finally introduced the idea of "generalized curved ray algebraic inversionn based on 
equation (3.15), the proposed methods to select the inverse operator O-' so as to 
enhance the convergence properties of the iterative scheme corresponding to this 
equation. 
Perturbation Method 
In this method, a linear equation is obtained by approximately relating the slowness 
mode1 modifications to the travel-times perturbations. Having an es timate of the 
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Figure 3.2: CRAI-Curved ray algebraic inversion 
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desired model, {Sol, and considering the basic travel-the equation (3.1), we can 
obtain a relation in two 
If we consider & as 
have a typical equation: 
ways. 
a representative of rays that correspond to {Sa), we will 
where ta represents the cdculated travel-times using the {So) model. The matrix 
version of this equation is: 
[Ml (sd = ( t d  (3.17) 
Fermat's principle implies that first-order variations of the slowness will cause 
second-order perturbations in ray paths [AR80], therefore we can consider the same 
[Ml as the approximated matrix corresponding to the true mode1 (27); thus 
where { t )  is the vector of the measured travel-times. Subtracting the last two 
equations from each other, we obtain the following linear equation: 
where (AS) and {At) are the vector of slowness modifications and the vector of 
travel- time perturbations respectively. Having found {AS) fiom equation (3.19 ) , 
we can find a new estimate of slowness {So + AS) and use it to construct a new 
[Ml matrix, and so on so forth. 
This technique has been used by many researchers such as Nolet [No185], Bording 
et al [B GLf 871, and Michelena and Harris [MHSl] . 
Another formulation can be obtained by considering the basic equation of travel- 
time tomography in terms of wave speed: 
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where t[V(r)] is the observed travel-times as a function of wave speed. To IineKize 
this equation, we consider a Taylor expansion about a starting speed model G(r): 
According to Fermat's principle, if is close enough to the actual V distribu- 
tion, then 
Thus, discarding terms of 0 ( b 2  V(T) ) , we obtain the fouowing linear equation: 
WT)  &
= - ln. Vo(r) 
This Ene a r  relation between bt and W(T) has been used by various re searchers 
such as Julian and Anderson [JA68], Backus and Gilbert [BGGS], Bregman et 
al [BBC89a, BCB89, BBC89bI and White [Whi89]. 
Feasibility Concept Based Met hod 
This method, introduced by Berryman [Ber89b, Ber89a, Ber90, Ber921 as a stable 
iterative technique in nonlinear travel-tirne tomography, can be applied in VaMous 
tomography problems (Ber921. Fermat's principle shows t hat t d  wave speed mod- 
els that lead to ray paths with travel-times smder  than the observed travel-times 
are not feasible. He introduces a feasibility violations number, which is the number 
of ray paths with travel-the less than that measured, and applies Fermat's prin- 
ciple to show that the feasible region is convex. The other important idea which is 
used repeatedly in the algorithm is that the ray paths which correspond to a given 
slowness model {S) are valid for any other slowness model (7s) where 7 > 0. 
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These ideas constitute the buis for the following iterative algorithm that has been 
applied successfully in travel-time tomography problems [Ber89b, Ber89a] : 
1. Chose an initial estimate of the slowness model (S), and f o m  the system of 
linear equations for ray tracing. 
2. Compute 7 such that (3) = (7s) best fits the observed travel-times for these 
rays. 
3. Compute {S,), the modified model of (S} which gives a better fit to the data 
using the damped least-squares method. 
4. Compute a model between (3) and {S,) which is doser to the boundary of 
the feasible region. Since the feasible region is convex, such a model exists. 
5 .  Sc& {Sm) by a proper 7 to find {Si} = {y&) which minimizes the number 
of feasible violations. 
6. Stop if {Sf) properly fits the data, otherwise repeat steps 2 to 6. 
3.4.3 Ray Based Travel-Time Tomography in Inhomoge- 
neous Anisotropic Media 
The inverse problem of travel-time tomography of inhornogeneous-anisotropic me- 
dia is essentially the same as that of inhomogeneous-isotropic media. The inversion 
process basicdy consists of two components: a ray tracing dgorithm, which is 
the forward problem solver in inhomogeneous-anisotropic media, and an iterative 
scheme. For ray tracing, the method proposed by Cervenf [C'72] can be used; 
for the second component, one of the iterative schemes described earlier can be 
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used. However, there are some difnculties that arise in the inversion process of 
inhomogeneous-anisotropic media in particular. One difficulty is that the num- 
ber of unknowns in inhomogeneous-anisotropic media is much larger that that in 
inhomogeneous-isotropie media; this leads to problems that are considerably more 
ill-conditioned than those that &se in the isotropic case. The other difficulty is the 
long t h e  required to solve the forward problem. These difficulties must be dealt 
wit h properly, othenvise the inversion process is Mpractical. 
Cervenf and Jech [CJ82] proposed a linearized solution to evaluate travel- 
times of seismic body waves in irihomogeneous, slightly anisotropic media. In this 
method, they make a correction to the travel-time according to the unperturbed 
ray paths which were calculated according to a given Cqu. Based on this work, 
~ e r v e n y  and Firbas [CF841 suggested a numerical model for travel-tirne inversion 
in inhomogeneous-anisotropic media. 
Chapman and Pratt [CP92, PC92] presented a travel-time tomography tech- 
nique for inhomogeneous, slightly anisotropic media. They basicdy followed ~ e r v e n i  
[~72] in their formulation, however they used an isotropic ray tracing scheme, reck- 
oning that anisotropic effects are due to weak perturbation of the isotropic system, 
and thus can be ignored in ray tracing. For the inversion process, they used the 
perturbation method which was described in the Chapter 2. 
3.5 The Nonlinear Least-Squares Problem 
The nonlinear least-squares problem arises most commonly from data fitting ap- 
plications, where the purpose is to fit a set of data such as travel-time data with 
a model such as t ( a )  that is nonlinear in a. Such a problem arises in the research 
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and will be discussed in the coming chapters. This problem is stated as: 
1 1 "  




where xT =< X I ,  2 2 ,  -, xn > represents the vector of unknowns and R ~ ( x )  =< 
q ( x i ) ,  r 2 ( x 2 ) ,  = , r&) > where T < ( x )  denotes the ith residual, represents the 
vector of residual functions. It is usudy not recornmended to solve nonlinear least- 
squares problems by general-purpose minimization methods; this is mainly due to 
the special structure of equation (3.23) which leads to special relations between the 
derivatives of R ( x  ) and F ( x )  .
The first derivative matrix of R ( x )  is simply the Jacobian matrix J ( x )  defined 
as: 
Thus, an approximated mode1 of R ( x )  around a point x, is: 
On the other hand, it can be shown that the first and second derivatives of 
f ( x )  = f R ( x ) ~ R ( x )  are: 
and 
where 
S ( x )  = C m r i ( x ) ~ ~ r ; ( x )  
i=l 
Thus the quadratic mode1 of f  (x) around x, is: 
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To obtain the minimum of m , ( x ) ,  we must have V m c ( z + )  = O; this leads to New- 
ton's method which yields: 
The iterative method which is based on this equation is usually c d e d  the " f d  
Newton method"; it is a fast local method for the nonlinear least-squares prob- 
lem [DS83]. However, due to the fact that S ( x )  is u s u d y  either u n a d a b l e  or 
inconvenient to obtain analytically, this method is not commonly used in practice. 
To come up with a practical solution to the nonlinear least-squares problem, two 
alternatives are available: The first is based on approximating R ( x )  using equation 
(3.24) and then rninimizing 
and the second is based on using equation (3.28) dong with approximated S ( x , ) .  
The h s t  alternative leads to a linear le&-squares problem which can be solved 
using the following equation to obtain the next iterate x+: 
The iterative method that consists of using equation (3.29) a t  each iteration is c d e d  
the Gauss-Newton method. Equations (3 .29)  and (3.28) dXer only in the term S(x), 
induded by Newton's method in the second derivative matrix given by equation 
(3.27) but omitted by the Gauss-Newton method. Equivalently, the only clifference 
between the quadratic mode1 6zc(x,) and mc(x,) given by equations (3.27) is that 
the portion S ( z i )  of V2 f (x,) is omitted fiom 6z,(xc) .  It can be shown [DS83] that if 
S(x.) is small relative to J(x . )*J(x . ) ,  where x. is the solution, the Gauss-Newton 
method is locally or linearly convergent, i.e., 
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where c E [O, 1). 
The main drawback of the Gauss-Newton method is that it may take steps that 
are too long, but in the correct direction. This suggests two ways of improving 
the Gauss-Newton a lgor i th :  using it with a line search, or with a trust region 
strategy [DSaS]. The f i s t  approach leads to 
where A, is chosen in such a way that f(x+) decreases adequately. ki the trust 
region approach, the following problem must be solved: 
Minhize IIR(x,) + J ( x , ) ( x +  - 4 11: 
subject to 11x+ - xcll 5 &. 
This minimization problem is bssed on the idea of using an approximated linear 
mode1 to R ( x )  dong with &, an upper bound step length, for obtaining the best 
subsequent point to the solution. This leads to the following equation which forms 
the Levenburg-Marquardt method [DS83]: 
x+ = X C  - ( J ( % ) ~ J ( % )  + p , ~ ) - l  J ( & ) ~ R ( X ~ )  (3.31) 
where 
rc = 0 if ~ ~ ( J ( ~ c ) T ~ ( z c ) ) - 1 ~ ( ~ c ) T ~ ( ~ C ) ~ ~ 2  I. O 
p. > O otherwise 
The other alternative to find a practical method to solve the least-squares prob- 
lem is based on approximating S(x )  in equation (3.37) rather than completely 
omitting it; this leads to the full-Newton type methods which are slow, though 
they can be superior to the Gauss-Newton method on large residual problems. One 
way to obtain approximation is using a second approach that approximates S ( x c )  
by A ( x C )  which is updated iteratively based on the following equation: 
A+(z+ - &) = J ( x + ) ~ R ( x + )  - J ( x , ) ~ R ( ~ + )  
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3.6 Large Scale Sparse Nonlinear Least-Squares 
In some applications of seismic tomography [BBC+85], a kind of nonlinear least- 
squares problems arises where the Jacobian matrix of the system is large and sparse. 
To solve this kind of problems, Martinez [Mar871 introdnced an algorithm in which 
the Gauss-Newton method is approximately solved at each iteration using an it- 
erative preconditioned conjugate gradient algorith,  then a new point is obtained 
using a two-dimensional trust region scheme. Reported results indicate that this 
algorithm is promising for large-scale problems. The following is the step by step 
algorithm as described in [Mar87]. 
To minimize $11 ~(x)112, let xo be an arbitrary initial point, (qk) a sequence of 
strictly positive numbers such that lùnit = 0, 01, e2 E (0, l), E (0, :), and 
o i ~ < M < ~ .  
Let xk be the kth approximation to the solution obtained by the algorithm. We 
deno te 
R* = R(x~), JI = J(x~), a = J:R~ = V(illR(z)1l2) 1 . 
x 
To obtain xkfl, in the case gk # O, we perform the following steps: 
Step 1: cornpute Jk and gk. If gk = 0, stop. 
Step 3: Obtain vk E Rn as the solution of the following bidimensional problem: 
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S tep 4: Set = -gk. test the foilowing conditions for vk: 
and 
If these inequalities are 
Step 5: Set t = II$II. Perfora the following steps: 
(a) obtain d as the solution of the problem: 
go to (d). 
(c) Let f be such that 03t 5 f 5 (1 - replace t by f and go to step 
(4 
3.7 Constrained Optimization 
The general nonlinear programming problem may be stated in the foIlowing fom:  
NP : minimize f (x) subject to 1 5 
x €Rn 
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where f (2) is a smooth nonlineat objective function, AL is a constant matrix of con- 
straints, and C(x) is a vector of smooth nonlinear constraint functions. It is widely 
agreed that problems with nonlinear constraints are considerably more diaicult than 
those with purely linear constraints. In general, the difliculty arises because of the 
conflict between unconstrained reducing f and s a t i s m g  the constraints. Meth- 
ods for solving problerns were briefly described in previous sections; on the other 
hand, variable bound and/or general h e a r  constraints add few conceptual d B -  
culties to the basic iterative procedures of unconstrained problems [GMSf 881. In 
contrast, attaining and maintainhg feasibility with respect to nonlinear constraints 
are potentially very difficult tasks. There is no guaranteed procedure to determine 
whether a feasible point exists with respect to a set of general nonlinear constraints; 
furthemore, even if a feasible point is given, moving to another feasible point gen- 
erally requires an iterative procedure. Thus, any method for NP must somehow 
balance changes in f against changes in the constraint violations. 
The general approach in nonlinear optimization methods is to transform NP 
into a sequence of solvable sub-problems. Due to the relative ease with which un- 
constrained problems can be solved, most methods developed earlier attempted to 
transform NP into an unconstrained sub-problem. We next give a bnef description 
of some of the well-known methods of nonlinear constraint optimization. We focus 
on one method that is widely regarded as the most effective general method for 
NP. Since procedures for variable bound and linear constraints are relatively well 
understood, we consider only nonlinear constraints, i.e., NP is d e h e d  as: 
NP : minimizef(x) subject to C ( x )  3 O 
x €Rn 
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3.7.1 Penalty-Function Methods 
A penalty function is a combination of the original objective h c t i o n  and a penalty 
term that inaeases monotonically with some measuse of constraint violation. The 
most widely used differentiable penalty term is the sum of squared constraint v i e  
lations, which gives the quadratic penalty function: 
Let xX(p) denote the unconstrained minimum of Pq(x, p) ;  under mild conditions, 
it can be shown that xœ(p) approaches x' as p approaches infinity. Thus, the 
classical quadratic penalty function approach consists of hding the unconstrained 
minimum of P J x ,  p )  for a sequence of increasing values of p. Methods based on 
this approach are often cded  "sequential unconstrained minimization techniques". 
Unfortunately, quadratic penalty function met hods suffer hom certain difficulties. 
In particular, the penalty parameter p in equation (3.34) must approach infinity 
for z ' ( p )  to converge to z*. Each increase in p leads to increased ill-conditioning 
in the unconstrained sub-problems. Furthemore, these methods are inefficient, if 
each sub-problem is solved accurately [GMS+88]. 
These dSculties can be avoided by using a non-differentiable penalty function, 
of which the most popular is the Il penalty function: 
Under mild conditions, there is a finite threshold value p such that x* is a local 
minimum of Pl for p > p [GMSf88]. This implies that x' can be computed with 
a single unconstrained minimization; for this reason, penalty functions like Pl are 
some times t emed  exact penalty functions. 
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3.7.2 Barrier Function Method 
An effective approach to deal with inequality constraints is based on the use of 
barrier functions, which combines the original objective function with a weighted 
barrïer term, a function with a positive singularity at the boundary of the feasible 
region. The most popdar are the logarithmic and inverse barrier fnnctions: 
and 
Let x s ( p )  denote the unconstrained minimum of B(x ,  p) ;  under mild conditions, 
it can be shown that xS(p) approaches x' as p approaches zero [GMSf88]. If a 
strictly feasible starting point is known, a barrier function method wiIl produce a 
sequence of irnproving (and strictly interior) estimates of xœ. However, the extreme 
nonlinearity and special properties of bamer functions make it difficult to apply 
standard unconstrained methods. 
3-73 Generalized Reduced-Gradient Methods 
Another approach to treating nonlinear constraints is based on the idea of reducing 
f while remaining on the nonlinear constraints. The best known such methods 
are c d e d  "genetalized reduced-gradient (GRG) methodsn . The sub- problem in 
a GRG method usually involves changing x in order to reduce f ,  followed by an 
it erative procedure to restore feasibility. 
GRG methods have been effective on many practical problems. However, they 
can be extremely inefficient when applied to problems with highly nonlinear con- 
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straints; they have tended to be most succesçfùl when applied to constraints that 
are h o s t  linear. 
3.7.4 Sequential Quadratic Programming Met hods 
Sequential quadratic programming (SQR) methods are widely regarded as some 
of the most efficient methods for solving practical optimization problems. As pre- 
sented by Schittkowski [SchBS], suppose that we want to solve a general nonlinear 
programming problem of the type 
Minimize f (x) 
x €Rn 
wit h continuously differentiable real-vdued functions f and gl , , gm . 
The basic idea is to formulate and solve, in each iteration, a quadratic program- 
ming sub-problem, which is obtained by linearizing the constraints and approxi- 
mating the Lagrange function 
quadratically, where x E Rn and u = (ul, * ,  u , ) ~  E Rm is the vector of Lagrange 
multipliers. 
Let XE E Rn, uk E Rm and Bk E RnXn denote the approximated solution, 
Lagrange multipliers and Hessian of Lagrange function, respectively. Thus, we 
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must solve the following quadratic programming problem: 
Let dk be the solution of this sub-problem and uk the corresponding multiplier. 
A new iterate is obtained by 
where crk E (O ,  l] is a suitable step-length parameter. Although it can be guaranteed 
that the matrix Bk is positive definite, it is possible that (3.38) is not solvable due to 
inconsistent constraints. One possible remedy is to introduce an additional variable 
b E R, leading to the modified problem: 
where Jk,  the active set is given by: 
and Kk is the complement set. In (3.40), E is any small tolerance to define the 
active constraints and uy) denotes the j th  coefficient of uk. Obviously, the point 
(4 = O,& = 1) satisfies the linear constraint of (3.40) which is therefore always 
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solvable. To avoid calculation of second derivatives and to obtain a final super- 
linear convergence rate, the standard approach is to update Bk as follows: 
where 
and 
3.8 Constrained Nonlinear Least-Squares Prob- 
lem 
This problem can be defined in the same way as (3.36) where 
Since most nonlinear least-squares problems are ill-conditioned, general nonlinear 
programming methods may not handle them properly. One alternative to solve this 
problem is to use an algorithm that is designed for this purpose. However, very few 
dgorithms have been presented in the literature to tackle this problem. Mahdavi 
Amiri [MA811 proposed an approach based on an SQP method. Another algorithm 
was proposed by Mahdavi-Amiri and Bartles [MAB89] which is based on an exact 
penalty function. Schittkowski [Sch88] showed that a simple transformation of the 
original constrained nonlinear Ieast-squares problem and its subsequent solution by 
a general purpose SQP algorithm retains typical features of a special purpose code 
and prevents the need to take care of any negative eigen d u e s  of an approximated 
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Hessian matriu. Due to the availability of many general purpose SQP codes and the 
simplicity of implementing the transformation, this idea is appealing. The trans- 
formation is peâormed by introducing 1 additional variables y  =< y, , * * - , Y i  >T 
and 1 additional equality constraints of the form: 
Considering the uncons trained leas t-squares pro blem (3.23) firs t , the equivalent 
transformed problem is: 
Minimize f 
T ~ n + i  < x , y >  E 
subject to R ( x )  - y = O 
This can be written in a general form as follows: 
MinMize f(2) 
z ER* 
subject to B(Z) = O 
where n = n + 2,  Z =< x, y f(f) = fyTy and ~ ( 5 )  = R ( x )  - y .  Applying the 
SQP method derived in Section 3.7 leads to the following quadratic programming 
su b-pro blem : 
Minimize f P ~ k d  + ~ f ( 3 k ) ~ d  
d € ~ *  
subject to ~ ~ ( 2 ~ ) ~ d  + g ( Z k )  = O 
where Bk is an approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrange function 
which c m  be obtained as follows: 
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Substituting (3.46) into (3.45) gives the equivalent quadratic programming sub- 
pro blem: 
Minimize fdTBkd+ feTe + yze 
< d, e R"+' 
subject to V R ( z k ) = d  - e + R(xk)  - yl: = O 
If we take nonlinear constraints into account, the following transformed problem 
must be solved by an SQP method: 
subject to 
1 9 j ( x )  = 0 
In this case the quadratic programming sub-problem is of the kind: 
This is basically identical to the minimization problem 3.38. 
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3.9 Sparse Least-Squares Problem 
Linear least-squares problems &se frequently in rnany applications in tomography 
where data fitting usually forrns the core of the inverse problem. In linear data 
fitting, the least-squares problem appears as the major part of the inverse process, 
while in nonlinear data fitting, nonlinear le&-squares problern &ses and must be 
solved iteratively; each iteration usually includes a least-squares problem. Thus, 
having an efficient algorithm for solving the linear least-squares problern is crucial 
for most inverse problems. In this Section we will describe four methods, some of 
them are widely used to solve the least-squares problem. 
3.9.1 The Method ofNormal Equations 
The most wideiy used method for solving the full rank least-squares problem is the 
method of normal equations. 
For A T ~ x  = ATb, where A E RnXn with the property that rank(A) = n and 
b E Rn we can summarize the algorithm of normal equations to compute the least- 
squares solution as follows: 
0 Compute the lower triangular portion of C = ATA. 
a Compute the Cholesky factorization C = GGT. 
0 Solve Gy = d. ( d  = ~ ~ b )  
a Solve GTxLs = y .  
The above algorithm is convenient because it relies on standard algorithms: Cholesky 
factorization and rnatrix multiplication. The sensitivity of the x ~ s  olution ob- 
tained from this algorithm depends on $ ( A )  = square of the ratio of the largest 
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to the smdest singdar values. Therefore, when k2 is large, the normal equations 
method gives inaccurate resdts. In large sparse matrices, the fist step of this 
method can be performed efficiently using the fast algorithms presented by Gus- 
tavson [Gus781 to obtain AT and A=A of a sparse matrix A. This algorithm c m  be 
applied for sparse matrices stored using a row-wise storing scheme usually called 
"IA-JA schemen. In this scheme a matrix A with m rows and n colurnns is stored 
using three one-dimensional arrays. Two arrays Est the column indices (JA) and 
numerical values (A) of the NA non-zero matrix entries. The arrangement of these 
elements is row-wise. The third array is a set of row (address) pointers (IA) where 
ith efement of IA is the address in both J A  and A of the first non-zero element in 
the ith row of A. 
3.9.2 QR Factorkation 
Another possible way to solve the least-squares problem is applying the QR factor- 
ization. For a given A E RmXn with rn 2 n and b E Rm, suppose that an orthogonal 
matrix Q E RmXm has been computed such that 
n 
m-n 
is upper triangle. If 
r 1" 
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for any x E Rn. I f  rank(A) = ranE(Rl) = n, the le&-squares solution is defined 
by the upper triangdar system: 
Therefore, the fd rank least-squares problem can be readily solved once the QR 
factorization of A is computed. There are many algorithms to ca ry  out the 
QR factorization such as Householder QR factorization which utilizes Householder 
transformations [GVL89]. The Householder approach produces inaccurate results 
when applied to large residual, ill-conditioned problems; however, it is applicable 
to wider class of matrices compared to the method of normal equations because the 
Cholesky process applied to  AT^ breaks down before the back substitution process 
on Q T ~  = R [GVL89]. 
3.9.3 LSQR Algorithm 
The LSQR algorithm by Paige and Saunders [PS82] has been applied successfdy 
in various areas of inverse problem. The algorit hm is basicdy designed to solve the 
Ieast-squares problem especially when A, the coefficient matrix is large and sparse, 
and it is based on the bidiagonalization procedure of Golub and Kahan [GK65]. 
It generates a sequence of approximations xr: such that the residual n o m  l l ~ ~ l l ~  
decreases monotonicdy, where ri. = b - Alls This algorithm is similar in style to 
the well-known Conjugate Gradient method and can be summarized as follows: 
2. For i = 1 ,2 ,3 , -  repeat steps 3-6 
3. Continue the bidiagonalization 
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4. Construct and apply next orthogonal transformation: 
5. Update x and w 
6. Test for convergence. Exit if some stopping criteria have been met. 
From numerical tests conducted by Paige and Saunders [PS82], it can be con- 
cluded that the above algorithm is a very good alternative to solve le&- squares 
problems that arise in inverse problem applications because it showed a good per- 
formance when A is iU-conditioned. 
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3.9.4 Solving The Augmented System 
The regularization technique is used broadly in various inverse problem applica- 
tions; this technique, as shown earlier, leads to equation (3.12): 
In large scale inverse problems, both matrices G and C are large and sparse, 
and it is clear that 
A = G ~ G  + p 2 ~ T ~  
is symmetric, positive definite; however, the matrix-matrix multiplication involved 
to obtain A may lead to a dense matrix. To avoid the matrix-matrix multiplication, 
keep the sparsity of the original matrices and to Save the required computation time 
considerably, it may be desired to solve the following augmented system: 
where T = b - Gr is the residual. It can be shown that for commonly used C 
matrices, CTC is a sparse matrix, especidy for largescale problems. Thus, the 
matrix coefficient of equation (3.50) is stiU sparse; also it is symmetric, but indefi- 
nite. This kind of sparse systems can be solved very efficiently using sparse solvers, 
either directly [GLSI] or iteratively [MV77]. 
3.10 Closure 
In this chap ter, we have presented a literature review of inverse problem methods 
in computerized tomography. In this section, we will summarize each presented 
method. 
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Methods of inversion based on the wave approach are reviewed in section 3.2. 
These methods are based on the governing wave p.d.e's that ultimately lead to 
nonlinear optimization problems. Because of the hi& nonlinearity of the govem- 
ing equations, and on the other hand, the large number of unknowns involved, 
numerical optimization algorithrns are cumbersome and of'ten converge to a local 
minimum. For stress induced anisotropic media, the wave p.d.e's are not available, 
therefore this approach is not applicable in this study. 
In section 3.3, we presented transform based inversion methods. These meth- 
ods are based on either the Fourier *action theorem or the Fourier slice theorem. 
These method require illuminating the object by plane waves from multiple direc- 
tions; this is very difEcult in the borehole to borehole technique used in this study. 
Another difficulty in these methods is the extraction of the scattered wave field 
from the total recorded wave field. Findy, for stress induced anisotropic media, 
neither the Fourier diffraction theorem nor the Fourier slice theorem is applicable. 
In section 3.4, we reviewed methods of ray based travel-time tomography that, 
due to their relative simplicity. are very attractive. However, all of those methods 
are only applicable for inhomogeneous media which are isotropic; for those media 
the line integral travel-time equation has linear kernel. 
Ray based travel-tirne tomography methods in inhomogeneous anisotropic media 
are reviewed in section 3.4.3. Those methods are presented for inhomogeneous 
cross-isotropic media; they lead to iterative inversion schernes. For stress induced 
anisotropic media, no inversion method has been suggested up until now. 
As we will find in the next chapter, the inversion models presented for stress 
induced anisotropic media lead to nonlinear l e s t  squares problems. In section 3.5, 
we reviewed the fundamentals of the unconstrained nonlinear least squares problem 
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in general, while in section 3.6, we addressed the same problem when large sparse 
Jacobian matrices are involved. The latter &se in the first inversion approach 
presented in the next chapter. 
In section 3.7, we reviewed the basics of constrained nonlinear optimization 
problem in general. Among methods used to solve this problem, SQR methods are 
widely regarded as some of the most escient. Based on these methods, we presented 
an efficient algorithm for solving constrained nonlinear least squares problems which 
arise in the second inversion approach presented in the next chapter. 
Finally, in section 3.9, we reviewed some numerical issues that aise in sparse 
leas t squares problems. 
Chapter 4 
Mat hemat ical Modeling 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we formulate a stress reconstruction technique of a 2-D granular 
soil medium by applying travel-time tomography. We assume that before it is 
loaded, the soil is homogeneous, or at least piece-wise homogeneous, and isotropic. 
Stress distribution corresponding to loading makes the medium inhomogeneous and 
anisotropic. In this formulation, we WU adopt the elliptical anisotropy assumption. 
Treating the anisotropy in this way has the merit of providing a practical travel-time 
algorithm for highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous media. 
The stress reconstruction technique of this study leads to an inverse problem. 
As in other inverse problems, the direct problem is an essential part of solving the 
corresponding inverse problem. Thus finding an efficient way to treat the direct 
problem is very important to achieve a practical method to solve the inverse prob- 
lem. We will therefore adopt the ray approach to formulate the direct problem. 
We consider ray bending, which is very important in highly inhomogeneous media, 
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and the direct problem wil l  be a matter of ray tracing and simple line integration 
dong rays. For the ray tracing, we will present two methods. The first method 
basicdy extends an inhomogeneous-anisotropic medium of the method proposed 
by Asakawa and Kawanaka [AKSS]. The second method is a bending method that 
uses the simplex method of Nelder and Mead [NM65] to find optimum ray paths. 
For the inverse problem, we WU present two methods based on two different 
approaches. In the fVst approach, which we cd the nodal stress approach, we define 
the stress field in terms of nodal stress components. With this approach, we obtain 
a set of nonlinear equations that relates measured travel-times to the stress field. 
Since these equations are usually inadeqtxate for determining the unknown stress 
field, we therefore impose the equilibrium equations to decrease the ill-conditioning 
of the equations. Furthemore, to obtain a completely stable system, we use a 
regularization technique. In this way, we obtain a large-scale nonlinear system that 
can be solved using an optimization technique. 
In the second approach to the inverse problem, which we c d  the stress potential 
function approach, we adopt the idea of stress potential functions to represent the 
stress field. This approach has two advantages: First, it requires a s m d  num- 
ber of unknowns to define a stress field with a reasonable accuracy, and second, 
it defines stress components in such a way that they automaticdy satisfy equi- 
librium conditions. With this approach, we obtain a system of highly nonlinear 
equations, but with only a few unknowns. The system can be solved using opti- 
mization techniques; however, because of the high nonlinearity, it is quite possible 
that optimization leads to an undesired local minimum. To avoid this problem, we 
impose some constraints such as the boundary conditions and the positiveness of 
the minimum principal stress. We thus obtain a constrained nonlinear least-squares 
problem that we solve using an appropriate optimization technique. 
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The last part of this chapta is devoted to the extension of the stress potential 
function approach, previously described for the 2-D case, to the 3-D case. 
4.2 Ray Based Travel-Time Equation for Stress 
Induced Anisotropic-Inhomogeneous Media 
Due to the relative simplicity and the attractive features of the ray-based approach 
discussed in Chapter 2, we choose this approach to formulate the problem. The 
fundamental equation giving the travel-time associated with a ray path R in a 
general media is 
P 
t = IR Sdr 
where S = is the ray, or group, slowness at each location on the ray path, and 
dr is the incremental length dong the ray path. In a heterogeneous anisotropic 
medium, S is a function of r, the position vector, and a, the angle which represents 
the slowness direction. Thus, 
To derive the travel-time equation on the basis of equation (4.2), we assume 
ellip tical anisotropy for the slowness of P-wave propagation as shown in Figure 4.1. 
In Figure 4.1, SI (r) and Sz ( t )  represent the maximum and minimum slownesses 
at the point r; they will be called principal slownesses. The directions corresponding 
to the principal slownesses are assumed to coincide with the principal axes of stress. 
The latter assumption is consistent with the power relation 
vp = a# 
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Figure 4.1: Elliptical anisotropy of slowness 
described in Chap ter 2. The following equation explains the ellip tical directional 
variations of slowness: 
Substituting S(r ,  8) from (4.3) in (4.2), we obtain the following equation in x'y' 
rotating system: 
(4-4) 
Considering ik ,  the angle between the rotating x'y' system and +y system, we have: 
{d i}=  [ cos' '"'1 {:] 
-sin 9 cos ik 
Substituting dx' and dy' from (4.5) in (4.4), we obtain: 
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Using equation (2.11) along principal stress directions leads to: 
wiiere a! and 02 are the maximum and minimum principal stress and cr and ,O are 
constants. Substituting &(r) and Sz(r) from these equations in (4.6) leads to the 
following fundamental travel-the equation which relates travel-the to stress field: 
4.3 Ray Tracing in Stress Induced Inhomogeneous 
Anisotropic Media 
In Chapter 2, we have briefly reviewed some ray tracing methods suggested for 
inhornogeneous-anisotropic media. Ali of the reviewed methods are based on the 
elastic wave equation in which the tensor of elastic parameters is used. Since at 
any point this tensor represents the inherent anisotropy of the medium of interest, 
these methods can therefore be used only in inherently anisotropic media; we are 
unaware of any ray tracing method for stress induced media. 
In this section, based on the travel-tirne equation (4.9), we will present two 
methods for ray tracing in stress induced inhomogeneous anisotropic media. 
4.3.1 A Forward-Backward Type Ray Tracing Method 
This method essentidy extends the linear travel- time interpolation method of ray 
tracing suggested by Asakawa and Kawanaka [AKSS] for inhomogeneous isotropic 
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media. In this method, we divide the 2-D medium into a number of cells where 
we consider a number of extra points on the boundaries of each c d  as depicted in 
Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2: A typical grid used in ray tracing 
The algorithm consists of two steps which we c d  forward and bacl-ard prw 
cesses. In the forward process, for each source point we calculate travel-times at 
the discrete points. In the backward process, we trace ray paths between each pair 
of source and receiver points. 
Basic Equations 
To derive the basic equations, we consider a straight ray path segment AB and 
reaching point D as shown in Figure 4.3. 
We seek a relation among tA ,  tg and t~ which are the travel-times at points 
A and B that are assumed to be known or computed in previous steps, and at 
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Figure 4.3: Segment AB of a ray path in a typical ce11 
an arbitrary discrete point D. We also need another relation to find the point C 
leading to minimum tD. In tems of tc, the travel-time to is given by 
where l,, IV and r are shown in Figure 4.3, and S(B) is the slowness dong CD. 
Obtaining tc by linear interpolation between tA  and t~ and using equations (4.3), 
(4.7) and (4.8), we obtain the following equation for t ~ :  
d - r  r 1  
tD = tA-  
d + t s z  + -JIo;*%*($ + 4) + cosZ(+ + ?J)][[I + (lu + r)Z] Ck: 
(4.11) 
where 
According to Fermat's principle, we obtain the correct travel-time tD and the true 
ray by equating 2 to zero. This leads to 
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We can obtain r by solving the above equation numerïcally, and then we can 
substitute it in equation (4.11) to obtain tD .  
Forward Process 
In this process, we must calculate the travel-times corresponcling to each source 
point at the discrete mesh points. To calculate the travel-time at a certain point, 
we must examine different possible segments, as A B  in Figure 4.3, that the ray path 
may cross to reach the point. We then calculate the travel-times correspondhg to 
each of these segments using equations (4.11) and (4.12) and choose the m i n i ~ u m  
one following the same procedure used by Asakawa and Kawanaka [AK93]. 
Backward Process 
After we compute the travel-times on a.ll cell boundaries t hat correspond to a certain 
shot point, we can fmd the ray paths by applying Fermat's principle. For each 
ray path we start fmm a receiver point; determine the position of point C using 
different possible segments on the boundary of the receiver cell; choose the one that 
corresponds to the minimum travel-t ime according t O Fermat's principle. Having 
found C, we proceed by treating the resulting C as a new receiver point, until we 
reach the shot point. This procedure must be repeated for each receiver point to 
find the other ray paths. 
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4.3.2 Fermat 's Principle-Based Ray Tracing Met hod 
This method is essentidy an extension to the bending type methods used by 
Prothero et al (PTE881 and Benyman [Bergo] for ray tracing in inhornogeneous 
isotropic media. To h d  a ray path between two points using this method, fol- 
lowing Berryman [Bergo], we perturb the straight line connecting the two points 
by a number of algebraic terms such as sinusoidal or polynomial terms. These 
terms are multiplied by unknown coefficients that we find using Fermat's princi- 
ple. According to "Weiestrass Polynomial Approximation Theorem" [LVG95], any 
function under mild conditions may be unifonnly approximated arbitrarily closely 
by a polynomial. We therefore used a polynomial perturbation terms to find ray 
paths. Starting from the following polynomid of order n as a ray path 
for a ray path between a source and a receiver located at ( x l ,  y i )  and (x2, y2), by 
satisfying the end-points, it can be shown that the corresponding ray path can be 
expressed as 
n 
R(z)  = yl + (z - t l )  + C a;[(xi - x f )  - (z - 
Xs-X1 i=2 
X i )  ''? - (4.14) 
x2 - 2 1  
From equation (4.9), we have 
d y  dsr t = A / \/(cos yi + dz sin 6 ) 2 c ~ ~ ( r ) - ~ @  + (- sin B + - COS * ) 2 0 2 ( ~ ) - 2 f l d ~  (4.15) 
C Y R  dx 
where 2 of the ray path can be obtained &om the following equation: 
According to Fermat's principle, energy travels dong a ray which leads to the 
least travel-time; therefore considering ai (i = 2, , n) as variables, the ray trac- 
ing between ( x l ,  y l )  and (12,  y2) may be regarded as the following mdtivariable 
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op timization problem: 
dy dy Minimiîet = 1 / B + -sin @)2q(r)-2fl  + (- sin !P + - cos Y>)20r(r)-2Bdz 
a ! ~  dx dz 
where 
The numerical implementation of this ray tracing method using the simplex method 
will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
The two ray tracing methods presented in this chapter are both based on Fer- 
mat's principlet and therefore are capable of handling complicated wave phenom- 
ena such as clifbction. However, the first method is neither straightforward for 
programming nor is it efficient. The second method is on the other hand straight- 
forward for numencal implementation and well-suited for inverse problems. 
4.4 The Inverse Problem 
The stress field of a soil medium can be represented in two ways: in the first, 
stress components are defined on a set of dismete pre-specified nodes as in the 
finite elements or finite merence methods of stress analysis; in the second, stress 
components of the entire medium ca be represented pararnetrically using suitable 
continuous functions. Based on these methods of stress representation, we will 
present two approaches to formulate the inverse problem 
4.4.1 Nodal Stress Approach 
In this approach, we define a set of nodes on the region of soil medium. Each node 
carries three unknowns that are the stress components required to defme the state 
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of stress at a point in the 2-D case. The state of stress of any point in a 2-D problem 
can be represented eit her by: 
1. the two principal stresses (al, oz) and the angle they make with the x and y 
axes (%) as shown in Figure 4.1; or 
The first way leads to highly nonlinear equilibnum equations. However, the second 
way has the advantage of leading to linear equilibrium equations as described shortly 
in this section. 
In this approach, we use the travel-the equation in the Cartesian system to 
form a system of nonlinear equations that relates the unknown nodal stress to the 
measured travel-time. Because the number of unknown nodal stresses is usudy 
larger than the number of measured travel-times, this system is inadequate for 
stress determination. We, therefore, add the equilibrium equations to the system. 
To stabilize, further, the system of travel-time and equilibrium equations, we use a 
regularization technique. 
Travel-Time Equation in the Cartesian System 
To represent stress in the Cartesian system, we use the stress sign convention illus- 
trated in Figure 4.4 which is commonly used in soi1 mechanics problems. 
The terms 01, 02 sin ik and cos iE' which appear in equation (4.15) c m  be ex- 
pressed through oz, q, and 7 using the following known stress transformation equa- 
tions: 
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Figure 4.4: Stress Components 
Using equations (4.19) through (4.22), equation (4.15) leads to the following 
travel-the equation ki terms of the stress components in the Cartesian system: 
where al and a2 are given in equations (4.19) and (4.20), and g is given by the 
equation: 
Equation (4.23) relates each measured travel-time to stress components at points 
lying on the corresponding ray path. In Chapter 5 where the numerical imple- 
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mentation of the nodal stress approach is described, we will show how to obtain 
travel-time equations that relate measured travel-times to nodal stress components 
using an appropriate interpolation fnnction. 
Equilibrium Equations 
Using the sign convention iUustrated in Figure 4.4, we find that the force equilibrium 
requirements in the x and y directions lead to the following partial differential 
equations: 
where 7. is the density of the soil. In the nodal stress approach, these two equations 
lead to a set of linear equations relating nodal stress components of the soiI medium 
this will be described in Chapter 5. 
With M measured travel-times and N nodes in a 2-D soil medium, the travel-time 
equation (4.23) provides M nonlinear equations, whiIe the equations of equilibrium 
(4.25) and (4.26) each provides approximately N equations. Thus approximately 
(2N + M) equations are available for obtaining 3N unknowns. The 2N equilibrium 
equations are independent while, due to the limited angles of shooting a d a b l e  
in crosshole techniques, the M nonlinear travel-time equations are not completely 
independent. Therefore, the linear sys tem which includes the equilibrium equations 
and any linearized version of the travel-time equations set, u s u d y  has a relatively 
high condition number. 
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Data noise is an invitable factor in this problem and we should therefore take 
proper measures to avoid undesired solutions. This factor Ieads to oscillatory so- 
lutions for the problem, because the travel-time equation is basically a Fkedholm 
equation of the first type which is sensitive to data noise, especially when the lin- 
ear system involved has a high condition number. The sensitivity to data noise 
in this problem is not expected to be as much as in common travel-time tomog- 
raphy, because the approximately 2N equilibnum equations are guaranteed to be 
independent. 
ln this approach, we use a regularization technique to avoid the undesired oscil- 
lat ory solutions. This technique is based on addlig some common sense constraint s 
to the ill-conditioned system to secure its stability. For example, to avoid oscilla- 
tory solutions, a widely used method is to establish an expression that dehes  the 
function roughness, then to impose conditions for minimizing the expression. A 
typical expression for function roughness is Cx where C is usually a linear oper- 
ator and z is the vector of unknowns. Thus, the regularization technique can be 
summarized as the additional information obtained from the following condition to 
avoid oscillatory solutions: 
Minimize llC~ll (4.27) 
where a is the vector of unknown stresses in the Cartesian system. 
Nonlinear Least Squares Solution 
In the nodal stress approach, we obtain a set of nonlinear travel-tirne equations 
using equation (4.23) for each measured travel-tirne; this set can be represented as 
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for i = 1, , M (4.28) 
where r,&) denotes the nonlinear fûnction of the ith travel-the residual. If we 
represent the linear equations obtained from equations (4.25) and (4.26) by 
l l (o)  = O and Iz(a) = O 
by introducing ~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  as the linear fimction of the j th  equilibrium equation residual, 
we can obtain the following set of linear equations 
where, if j is odd, Ll(o) must be used, otherwise Z2(a) must be used and Nc repre- 
sents the number of cells used to discretize the medium. If we denote the residuals 
vector of equation (2.29) by RN(g) ,  and the residuals vector of equation (2.30) by 
RL ( O ) ,  considering the regularization s trategy we can formulate the solution to the 
inverse problem as the solution of the following nonlinear le& squares problem: 
In Chapter 5, we WU describe a numerical optimization technique for solving 
this nonlinear le& square problem. 
4.4.2 Stress Potential Function Approach 
In this approach, instead of presenting the stress field by defining stress components 
on a set of discrete pre-specified nodes, we use appropriate continuous functions 
with only a few unknown parameters to represent the stress field of the entire 
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medium. Compared to the nodal stress approach, this approach has the advantage 
of envolving only few unknowns, so that it leads to a more d iable  and less involved 
numerical inversion procedure. Another attractive feature of this approach is that 
we c m  d e h e  the stress functions in such a way that they automatically satis& the 
equilibrium equations, therefore no additional equations of eqdibrium are required. 
The other attractive feature of this approach is the s m d  sensitivity of the 
solution to data noise, becaase the number of measurements is much larger than 
the number of unknowns; regularization is usually not necessary. However, due to 
the high nonliiiearity of the travel-time equations, it is like1y that the numerical 
procedure of inversion in this approach will lead to an undesired solution. To avoid 
this problem, we impose some constraints as before. 
Stress Potential hnctions 
Following the idea of Airy stress function [TG82], we can represent the three stress 
components in 2 - 0  problems using only one potential function. In this way, in 
addition to considerably decreasing the number of unknown required paramet ers, 
the equations of equilibrium (4.25) and (4.26) are automaticdy satisfied. With 
8 as a potential function, the three stress components can be represented in the 
following form: 
where d can be any continuous function of x and y, however according to Weiestrass 
polynomial approximation theorem, polynomials are an appropriate choice for fit- 
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ting a stress field. Neglecting Iinear terms in a general two dimensional polynomial, 
we can use the following polynomial as a stress faction: 
where a represents the vector of unknown polynomial coefficients. Thus equations 
(4.31) to (4.32) show the stress components in terms of a are: 
Travel-Time Equation 
The travel-time equation in this approach is exactly the same as equation (4.23) in 
which cl, oz and g must be obtained by substituting a,, uv and T from equations 
(4.35) to (4.37) in equations (4.19): (4.20) and (4.24), respectively. 
Constraints 
In this approach, we take advantage of some constraints to restrict the domain of 
the variables of the highly nonlinear governing equations. A number of constraints 
can be imposed due to the boundary conditions where some or all stress components 
are known. These constraints are linear in a and cm be represented as follows: 
where n~ is the number of known stress components. 
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Another set of constraints can be obtained by considering the fact that non- 
cohesive granular soi1 media canno t resis t tende stress, t herefore the minimum 
principal stress must be dways positive. Thus from equation (4.20), we must have 
where nz and a, must always be positive, otherwise this constraint cannot be 
satisfied, thus 
O, > O 
and 
On the other hand simplûying the inequality (4.39) leads to 
Equations (4.40) and (4.41) lead to another set of linear constraints which can be 
represented as: 
CLj(a) > O, j = 1,-,2n, (4.43) 
where n p  is a number of points we can choose arbitrarily in the region. The 
inequality (4.42) leads to a set of nonlinear constraints which can be represented 
as follows: 
Constrained Nonlinear Least Squares Solution 
As with the nodal stress approach, we can obtain a set of nonlinear travel-time 
equations represented by equation (4.28). Here, 81, oz and g in the that equation 
can be written in terms of a the vector of unknown stress function coefficients; that 
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is, mi is a fnnction of a. Therefore, we denote the vector of residuals defined by 
equation (4.28) by R(a). 
Now, considering the linear equality constraints given by equation (4.38) and 
the hear  and nonlinear inequality constraints given by (4.43) and (4.44, we can 
formulate the solution to the inverse problem as the solution to the following con- 
strained nonlinear leas t squares pro blem: 
In Chapter 5, we will describe a numerical optimization technique for solving this 
leas t squares problem. 
4.5 A Method for the Velocity-Stress Power Re- 
lationship Parameters Determination 
In Chapter 2, we presented equation (2.11) which is suggested by many researchers 
as the relation between P-wave velocity in particdate media, and the state of 
stress. For a specific soil media, the parameters a and p in that equation are 
determined experiment ally. For t his purpose, traditiondy, a soi1 sample is provided 
and taken to a laboratory where it is subjected to a number of different isotropie 
stresses. Under each stress, the P-wave velocity is measured and recorded; with 
these measurements, a and p can be determined using either a linear regression 
analysis in log-log scale or a nonlinear least-squares algorithm; for more details 
see [Sch78, KSK82b, SP94, Cas96). 
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In this study, we suggest another method for the determination of a and P.  
This method is based on the in situ travel-time measurements; extraction of a 
soi1 sample, which leads to soi1 fabric alternation, is not required. Therefore, this 
method leads to more accurate parameters. 
To determine a and 0, in this method, we simply need to treat them as un- 
knowns in the travel-the equation (4.2). In this way, we consider h o  more un- 
knowns in the nonlinear leas-squares problem (4.30) or (4.45); this leads to the 
determination of a and p, as well as the stress field components. 
4.6 The Stress Potential Function Approach in 
In cases where loading and other circumstances may not justify a 2-D rnodeling, 
using a 3-D model is inevitable. To develop a 3-D model for soil stress reconstruc- 
tion, one reasonable way is to use the same approach we used for the 2-D case while 
extending the met hods and techniques involved in the forward rnodeling and the 
inverse problem where deemed necessary. 
4.6.1 Travel-Time Equation in 3-D 
As an extension to the ray based travel-time equation (4.9) obtained earlier in 
this chapter for the 2-D case, we will derive a simila- travel-time equation that 
may be used in 3-D soil stress reconstruction model. Here, as an extension to the 
elliptical anisotropy used in the 2-D model, we assume an ellipsoidal anisotropy for 
the velocity of P-wave propagation. Thus, considering VI ( r ) ,  & ( T )  and &(r) as 
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the principal velocities, in the direction of xf, y' and zf, a rotating system axes, we 
can use the following equation which describe the ellipsoidal directional variations 
of speed: 
-2 '2 v(T,u)-2 = ~ ; ( r ) - ~ e ; ' + h ( r )  e, +v,(T)-~~: (4.46) 
Here V(r,u) represents the P-wave speed at point r in the direction of the unit 
vector u  = ale: + u2e& + u3ej, where (e;, ei, e j )  represents the vector bais in the 
ztyfzf rotating system. In terms of slownesses, we obtain: 
Considering dr' as the incremental vector dong the ray path at point r ,  and its 
components in the xfyfrf system, we have 
Thus, we obtain the following equation by substituthg (4.47) in the travel-time 
equation (4 .2 ) :  
Since IL and dr' are in the same direction, we have 
dx' dyf -+, - =  dz' 
dr 
u ,  - = 
dr ' dr 4 
This leads to the following travel-time equation in the x'y'zf system: 
Using L, the well-known linear transformation matrix, we have: 
where 1, (i = 1, , 3 ,  j = 1, ,3 )  are the components of L. Combining the Iast 
two equations leads to the following travel-time equation which can be used in ray 
tracing and the inverse problem: 
or in terms of stress field using equations (4.7) and (4.8): 
4.6.2 Ray Tracing in Stress Induced Inhomogeneous Anisotropic 
Media 
In the 2-D case, we presented two methods for ray tracing, both of which are 
fundamentdy extendible to the 3-D case. However, it is clear that the second 
method is more efficient, thus more suitabb for the 3-D case where efficiency is yet 
more important than in the 2-D case. To extend that method to the 3-D case, we 
use parametric representation for ray paths. For a ray path between two points 
(x, , y,, z,) and (x,, y,, 2,) , we can use the following parametric equation: 
Here ai, bi and s are the perturbation coefficient sets, and n,, n,, and n, are 
the number of perturbation terms in each set, respectively. The combination of 
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equations (4.54) and (4.55) leads to the travel-time equation in 3-D. For ray tracing, 
the unknown coefficient sets ai7 bi and Q must be found; this can be done, similar 
to the 2-D case, using the simplex method of Nelder and Mead [NM65]. 
4.6.3 The Inverse Problem 
In the 3-D case, we can employ the idea of the stress potential function to formulate 
the inverse problem. In 3-D stress fields, there are six different stress components in 
the tensor of stress. Figure 4.5 shows stress components acting on a cubic element. 
Figure 4.5: Stress Components 
Considering gravity force in the z direction, the equilibrium equations can be 
obtained as follows: 
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Unlike in the 2-D case, dostunately, the solution to these equations cannot 
be represented using a single potential fanction. However, to find stress functions 
that sati* equilibrium, we can introduce a function with a nnmber of unknown 
coefficients for each stress component. We then use equations (4.56) to (4.58) 
to find relations between the coefncients. For example, we can use the following 
polynomials to represent the stress components: 
Substituting these functions in (4.56) through (4.58) leads to the following relations: 
Therefore, in this example, we need 6 x 10 - 3 x 4 = 48 independent unknowns to 
represent the stress field. 
Chapter 5 
Numerical Solution of the Mode1 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 4, based on travel-time tomography, we presented a mathematical model 
for soi1 stress reconstruction. This model, basically, consists of two parts: the 
forward problem model, and the inverse problem model. The forward problem 
modeling lead to the fundamental travel-time equation (4.9). This equation is a 
line integral equation in which R, the integral path, is known. The main subject 
of the forward problem is the determination of the integration paths between any 
two points in a region with a given stress field. The process of determining these 
paths is cded  ray tracing. In this chapter, we will present a numerical technique 
for the ray tracing method based on Fermat's principle presented in Chapter 4. 
The inverse problem is mainly governed by the same travel-time equation (4.9)' 
but the subject here is the determination of stress field corresponding to a set of 
measured travel-times. In Chapter 4, we presented two approaches to formulate 
the inverse pro blem: the firs t led to a Large-scale nonlinear least-squares problem 
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(4.30) and the second led to a smaller constrained nonlinear le&-squares problem. 
In this chapter, we will present detailed optimization techniques to solve these 
least-squares problems numerically. 
5.2 Numerical Formulation 
Here we present a numerical formulation for the ray tracing method based on Fer- 
mat's principle presented in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 4, we concluded that ray tracing between two points (xl, yl) and 
( x 2 ,  y 2 )  in a region with given stress field leads to the following multivariable opti- 
mization problem (4.17): 
Minimize 
where 
dy dy t = 1 ficos @ + -sin @)'G;" + (- sin P + - cos *)'o;'@dr 
C Y R  dx dx 
Solving this minimization problem leads to the determination of the unknown 
ai's. To convert the integral equation to an dgebraic equation, we introduce fi as 
follows: 
dy dy 
COS 8 ;  + ( - ) i  sin *i)*0,i2' + (- sin Qi + ( - ) i  COS i ~ ~ ) ~ a ~ ~ ~  
dx dx (5.1) 
Thus, using Simpson's d e ,  we obtain the following optimization problem: 
Here N is the number of discrete points we choose arbitrarily dong the unknown ray 
pat h. The expression to be minimized in this minimization problem is a simple alge- 
braic expression with ai's, the unknown perturbation coefficients to be found. The 
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mlliimization problem (5.2) can be solved using any unconstrained multivariable 
minimization method. However, similar problems arise in ray tracing of other geo- 
graphieal applications are traditionally solved using the simplex method of Nelder 
and Mead [NM65]; see [PTE88, Bergo]. 
5.2.1 Ray Tracing Using the Simplex Method 
The simplex method of multiMnable minimization problems is due to Nelder and 
Mead [NM65]. The method requires only function evaluation and not derivatives. 
A simplex is the geometncal figure consisting, in n dimensions, of n + 1 points 
(or vertices) and a l l  their interconnecting line segments, polygonal faces, etc. For 
example, in two dimensions a simplex is a triangle, and in three dimensions it is a 
tetrahedron. 
The simplex method must be started with n + 1 points, defining an initial 
simplex. The initial simplex can be obtained by starting with an initial starting 
point &, then taking the other n points to be: 
where the eis are n unit vectors, and X is usudy a constant that must be chosen 
properly. 
Having an initial simplex, the simplex method takes a series of steps, most of 
that just move the point of the simplex where the function is largest (high point) 
through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower point. These steps are called 
rejlections and are constrncted in such a way that they maintain a finite inner 
n-dimensional volume of the simplex. Hence, the method expands the simplex in 
one or another direction to take larger steps. When it reaches a "MUey floor" , the 
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method leads to contraction in the transverse direction and tries to ooze down the 
d e y .  If there is a situation where the simplex must shrink in all directions, the 
method leads to contraction in aU directions, pulling itself around its lowest point. 
In figure 5.1, the basic moves of this method are illustrated. 
high 4A Iow (Simplex at a beginning of a step) 
(Refiec tion and Expansion) f l
(Con traction) 
(Multiple Contraction) 
Figure 5.1: The basic moves of the simplex method 
To present mathematical expressions for reflection, contraction, and expansion, 
we consider Po, 4, , P, as the (n + 1) points defining the current simplex. We 
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m i t e  Yi for the hnction value a t  point Pi and define 
Accordingly, reflection, contraction and expansion are respectively defined by the 
following relations : 
here Ph, Pl are the points which correspond to yh and yi; P is the centroid of 
the points with i # h; the reflection coefficient, is a positive constant; Pl the 
contraction coefficient, lies between O and 1; and 7, the expansion coefficient, is 
greater than unity. An appropriate sequence of such moves will eventually bring 
all points into a valley. 
Using this simplex method, we can summarize the ray tracing technique as 
shown in Figure 5.2. This technique has been encoded and used successfdy in ray 
tracing in two dimensional stress induced heterogeneous anisotropic media. 
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[Choose E P,Y;X, and {a,} 
I 
r 
( {a i }  = {a,) + n e i  1 
and their corresponding t's  
1 1 { a m }  =(lm){ à ) - a(a.1 and t g  [ 
t 
{agm I =(~+Y)W 1- y { a 
and t " 
[STOP) 
Figure 5.2: Flow diagram of the ray tracing procedure 
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5.3 Numerical Formulation of the Inverse Prob- 
lem 
In Chapter 4, based on the nodal stress approach and the stress potential fnnction 
approach, we presented two mathematical models for formulating the inverse prob- 
lem. The first approach led to a large scale nonlinear least-squares problems, while 
the second approach Ied to a constrained nonlinear least-squares problem. The 
main governing equation in both of these approaches has the form of a Fredholm 
integral equation of the first kind, except that they are nonlinear. 
From the inverse problem perspective, Fredholm integral equations of the first 
kind lack the three requirements: existence, uniqueness, and stability of well- 
posedness [Gro93]. Therefore, our inversion algorithm should be capable of en- 
countering an ill-posed and yet nonlinear system. In this section, after we set up 
the governing equations in a manageable form, we describe iterative schemes for 
solving these problems. 
5.3.1 Nodalstress Approach: NumericalFormulation 
In this approach, the soil medium is discretized to a set of nodes, where each node 
carries t k e e  unknowns (in 2-D cases). As shown in Chapter 4, this approach leads 
to the travel-time equation (4.23); this Ieads to a set of nonlinear equations which 
is definitely inadequate for solving the inverse problem. There, we introduced the 
equilibrium equa t ions and a regdarisa tion technique t O remove the singularity of 
the system and to avoid undesired solutions. The combination of the travel-time 
equations, the equilibrium equations, and the regularization leads to the minimiza- 
tion problem (4.30) which we solve using an iterative optimization method. 
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The Governing Equations 
The e s t  governing equation is equation(4.23) in which cz, a,, and r represent 
stress components at  points lying on the ray path defined by R = y. These points 
are not necessarily nodal points. T h d o r e ,  we use an interpolation function to 
relate stress cornponents inside a rectangular cell in the discretized medium to 
nodal components of the cell. Figure 5.3 shows a rectangular cell with its nodal 
points. 
Figure 5.3: A rectangular cell with nodal points in a 2-D medium 
The interpolation function for a, is defuied in a compact form as follows: 
w here 
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Thus, to convert the travel-the integral equation (4.23) to a manageable dgebraic 
equation, we introduce fi as follows: 
where gi, ali and 0 2 i  can be obtained, respectively, from equations (4.24) , (4.19) 
and (4.20) in which a, oy and T must be obtained fiom equation (5.9). Thus using 
Simpsons d e ,  we obtain the following algebraic travel-time equation: 
or in a compact form: 
where wi denotes the factors 1,4,2,4, ,2,4,1 and N is the number of discrete 
points we choose arbitrarily dong the ray path. 
To obtain dgebraic equations corresponding to the eqnilibrium equations (4.25) 
and (4.26), we can either substitute the derivatives in these equations by appro- 
priate finite diaerence expressions, or write the force equilibrium equations in x 
and y directions for a cell assuming linear variations for stress components; this 
assumption is consistent with the interpolation function (5.9). 
Figure 5.4 shows a cell under stress components wit h linear variations. Consider- 
ing a rect angular cell t hat undergoes t hese stress component s simult aneously leads 
to the following equation corresponding to CF, = O and C Fv = 0, respectively: 
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Figure 5.4: A rectangular cell with linear variations under: (a) c=, (b) cru, ( c )  r 
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For regularization, we slightly mod@ the Laplacian operator used in [LD80, 
lm871 for constructing the C mat& in (4.27). In 2-D parameter distribution, the 
Laplacian of a parameter a is deihed as follows: 
When used in regularization, this operator forces identical degrees of smoothness 
in the x and y directions; this is not necessarily desirable. To 
operator, we introduce the following operator: 
where X and p, the smoothing parameters, must be estimated 
X = p,  we can use the widely used L-curve method [Han92, 
obtain a more flexible 
properly. If we choose 
HO931 for estimating 
an appropnate A. If we choose to have two different parameters, we can use the 
idea of a solution roughness trade-off curves used in (CP92, PC92]. 
With the finite difference approximations, equation (5.16) leads to the following 
equa t ion: 
X 
(Aa), = - 
(W2 
(o(i + 1, j )  + ~ ( i  - 1, dl 
where the o's represent the nodal parameter values in the neighborhood 
(i, j )  as shown in Figure 5.5. Equation (5.17) must be applied to aIl interior nodes 
in the region; for nodes on the boundaries of the region, one-dimensional second 
derivative-based operators can be used. The different relations obtained in t his way 
can be assembled properly to form the C matrix. 
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Figure 5.5: Nodal parameters used in forxning the regularization operator 
Nonlinear Least Squares Problem 
For each measured travel-the, equation (5.12) provides a noniinear equation, thus 
we obtain a set of nonlinear travel-the equations. Equations (5.13) and (5.14) can 
be applied to each cell in the discretized soi1 medium to produce a set of equa- 
tions. We represent the set of nonlinear equations and the set of linear equations, 
respectively, by: 
Therefore, after forming the rnatrix C, the regularization matrix, we can formulate 
the solution to the inverse problem as the solution of the following nonlinear least- 
squares problem: 
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Because of the large number of unknowns usually involved in this least-squares 
problem, and on the other since each governing equation involves only a small 
number of unknowns, this problem may be regarded as a large-scale sparse nonlinear 
least-squares problem. To solve this problem, we use the algorithm introduced 
by Martinez [Mar87]. Ln Chapter 3, we presented a step by step version of this 
algorithm in which Jacobian matrix evaluation, and sparse matrix multiplication, 
sparse linear system solution, and a typical bidimensional minimization problem are 
involved. In the following, we will present some details related to these operations. 
Jacobian Matrix 
In general, the Jacobian matrix J is defined as follows: 
Here, Fi is the ith component of the function vector, xj is the j th  variable, and 
m and n, are the number of function cornponents and nodes, respectively. Thus, 
assuming nt and n, as, respectively, the number of measured travel- times and 
number of cells, we can obtain the Jacobian matrix using the following equations: 
For 1 5 i < nt, according to equation (5.12): 
dt; Az * afk Je = -=-C Wk -
an.i 3 J 2 a k = i  j 
ati AX 5 an 
J, = -=- W k  - 
3J2, k=, ' c v j  
To obtain appropriate expressions for e, el 2, we apply the chain d e ,  
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The partial derivatives of fk w.r.t gk, q > t ,  and a2k can be e a d y  obtained fiom 
equation (5.lO), while those of gk, cru and 0 2 k  w.r.t. O.,. , and Tj can be evaluated 
fkom equations (4.24), (4.19) and (4.20), respectively. 
To determine a and ,û, as described in Chapter 4, we treat them as unknowns; 
this leads to the following expressions for the corresponding Jacobian matrix mem- 
bers: 
and 
For nt + 1 5 i 5 nt + n,, according to equation (5.13): 
where the positive sign is used when j refers to points on the left side of the cell, 
and the negative sign for the right side. 
and 
where the positive and negative signs are respectively used when j refers to points 
on the bottom and top sides of the c d .  
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where the positive and negative signs are respectively used when j refers to points 
on the top side and bottom side of the cell. 
where the positive and negative signs are respectively used when j corresponds to 
points on the right and the left sides of the c d .  
where C can be assembled according to equation (5.17). 
Sparse Matrix Transpose and Multiplication 
In step 2 of the iterative procedure of Martinez algorithm [Mar87], the following 
Iinear system must be solved in which a sparse matrix JI; represents the Jacobian 
matrix: 
1 1  ~ r ~ k w k  f gll < r*11gkll (5.35) 
To solve t his system, we form the linear system 
and solve it iteratively using a sparse solver based on a preconditioned conjugate 
gradient method [BBC+94]; we stop iterations when (5.35) is satisfied. Since J z  
is sparse and usually a luge rnatrix, the calculation of and JZJk required for 
forming the linear system must be canied out using an efficient method. For this 
purpose we use the efficient algorithms invented by Gustavson [Gus781 for obtaining 
a sparse matrix transpose and sparse matrix multiplications. 
Bidimensional Minimization Problem 
In steps 3 and 5 of the Martinez algorith, a typical bidunensional minimization 
problem of the following form must be solved: 
d = Xldi + A z 4  
subject to 
Ildl1 5 t 
Here Jk is a given matrix, Rb, 4 and 6 are given vectors, and t is a given scalar. 
Thus our aim is to find the coefficients XI and X2. To formulate a solution to this 
problem, we &st introduce E = (et, e2) to be an orthonormal basis of the subspace 
spamed by (d:, 4); we calculate E ushg singular values decomposition [PTVF92]. 
Thus, the above problem can be written as: 
d =  E p  
subject to 
Il4 I t 
where pT = ( p l ,  pz) and pl and pz are unknown coefficients. Since d = E p ,  this 
problem can be equivalently written as: 
Minimize IIJkEp + Rk1I2 
subject to Ilcc(12 < t2 
Minimize B~ + 21rTC + D) 
subject to 5 t2 
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where B, C, and D are defined as follows: 
and 
To solve this bidimensional minimization problem, we first assume that the 
constraint is inactive. Thus, for the quadratic function in (5.36) to be stationary, 
we must have: 
Bp+C=O (5.40) 
If p, the solution of this 2 by 2 linear system, satisfies the constraint, the correct 
solution is achieved; otherwise, the constraint is active and we form the folloiving 
Lagrange function in which p is an unknown Lagrange multiplier: 
The necessary conditions for a stationary point for this function are: 
This is a 3 by 3 system of nonlinear equations that we solve iteratively using 
Newton-Raphson's method. 
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Flow Chart of the Inverse Problem 
The numericd procedure of solving the inverse problem using the nodal stress 
approach is summarized in Figure 5.6. Based on this procedure, we have developed 
a FORTRAN code to be used in stress reconstruction of 2-D soi1 media. 
5.3.2 Stress Function Approach: Numerical Formulation 
As described in Chapter 4, in this approach, only one continuous function is required 
to represent the distribution of the three stress components in 2-D problems. Here, 
we chose polynomials as stress po tential functions ; Hence, the inverse pro blem 
solution is a matter of determining the unknown coefficients of a polynomial. 
The only governing equation in this approach is the travel-time equation (4.23) 
where ai, 02 and g must be obtained by substituting oz, q, and r from equations 
(4.35) to (4.37) in equations (4.19), (4.20), and (4.24) respectively. As with the pre- 
vious approach, we obt ain equation (5.12), the algebraic version of equation (4.23). 
With the constraints represented by (4.38), ( U O ) ,  (4.41) and (4.42), the inverse 
problem leads to the constrained nodinear least-squares problem represented by 
(4.45). We solve this problem using an algorithm based on the SQP algorithm 
of Scittkowski [Sch88]. As described in Chapter 4, this algorithm mainly involves 
calculating the Jacobian matrix of the constraints and the functions values. We 
next present relations for evaluating the Jacobian matrices. 
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Calculate travel-times ( t ) 1 
1 Calculate the Iacobian Matrix and 
1 the residuals vector [JI & {r} 
F 
1 Solve the nonlinear Ieast-souares 1 
problem using Martinez' s afgorithm 
and find {a ) ,+, l 
Figure 5.6: Flow Chart of the numericd solution in the nodal stress approach 
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Jacobian Matrix of the Travel-Time Equations 
With (aj, j = 1, , n) as the unknown coefficients, and nt as the number of mea- 
sured travel-times, according to equation (ref(eq:5.12): 
dt; 
Jij = - --  A. 2 a f k  wk - ,For 1 5 i 5 nt 
aaj ~ J ~ c Y , ,  aa j 
where 2 can be calculated using the following chah d e :  
The partial derivatives of fk w.r.t gk, alk, and azk can be easily obtained fiom 
equation (5.10); those of g k ,  q k  and q k  w.r.t. O,,, O,, and .rc must be evaluated 
fiom equations (4.24), (4.19) and (4.20), respectively; and finally those of a., a,, 
and T w.r.t. aj must be calculated using the stress functions such as equations 
(4.35) to (4.37). 
To determine a and p, we need: 
and 
These denvatives can be evaluated using equations (5.26) and (5.27). 
Jacobian Matrix of the Constraints 
In Chapter 4, we obtained two sets of constraints in this approach: linear constraints 
and nonlinear cons traints. In computing the Jacobian matrix of the constraints, 
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we can treat both of these sets in a similar manner, except that the part of the 
Jacobian mat* corresponding to the linear constraints is constant, and thus must 
be compnted once, while the rest must be updated in each iteration. The constant 
part of J,, the constraints Jacobian matrix, can be obtained as follows: 
ab, . 
( J g ) i j  = - r z  8aj 
In equation (5.46), depending on the 
derivative terms may be used. The rest of J,, which corresponds 
(5.48) 
aU of the partial 
to the nonlinear 
constraints given by (4.42), can be calculated using the chah rule as follows: 
In equations (5.46) to (5.49), the partial derivatives must be calculated 
functions of the corresponding stress component. 
Flow Chart of The Inverse Problem 
The numerical procedure of solving the inverse problem using the stress 
( 5  -49) 
using the 
function approach is summarized in Figure 5.7. Based on this procedure, we have 
developed a FORTRAN code to be used in stress reconstruction of 2-0 soil media. 
5.4 Scaling 
In the two approaches we presented for soil stress reconstruction, the unknown vari- 
ables involved may vary greatly in magnitude. In the nodal stress approach, there 
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Solve the nonlinear least-squares problem 
using the S QP algorithm & find {a},, 
Figure 5.7: Flow Chart of the numerical solution in the stress potential function 
approach 
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are three unknown variables: two principal stresses and the angle these stresses 
make with the Cartesian system axes. The angle is in the range [O, 2n], while the 
principal stresses, depending on their nnits, may be in a much larger range. In the 
stress potential fùnction approach, with a and P as unknown variables, we have the 
same kind of difference between the magnitude of stress components, and a and P. 
Large variations in the magnitude of variables lead to large variations in the 
magnitude of the correspondhg derivatives. Therefore, optimization dgorithms 
based on functions and constraints derivatives lead to 3-conditioned Jacobian and 
Hessian matrices; this, due to the finite precision a d a b l e  in computers, disturbs 
the convergence of the dgorithms significantly. The remedy to this problem is 
re-scaling the independent variables; this is equivalent to changing their units. 
For re-scaling, in case a realistic guess for lower and upper bound of each in- 
dependent Mnable is available, Gill et al [GMW81] recommended the following 
transformation relation: 
x =  D y + C  (5.50) 
where (xj) are the original variables, { y j )  are the transformed variables, and D 
and C are, respectively, a diagonal matrix and a vector defined in terms of the 
variables lower and upper bounds. For variable xj with lower and upper bound oj 
and b j ,  the jth diagonal element of D is: 
and the jth element of the vector C is: 
ï 
This transformation guarantees that -1 5 yj < 1 for j .  If a realistic upper 
and lower bounds are not a d a b l e ,  the most commonly used transformation of the 
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following form is recommended [GMW817 DS831: 
where D is a constant diagonal matrix. The element of this diagonal matrix must be 
chosen according to the typicd values in such a way that the transformed variables 
vary, roughly, in the same range. In this work, we used a scaling scheme based on 
the Iat ter transformation form. 
An interesthg aspect of scaling strategies based on (5.53) is that when they are 
used in Newton methods with exact Hessian matrix, they do not affect the sequence 
of iterates [GMWSl, DS831. This means that 




In order to assess the performance of the mathematical models presented for ray 
tracing and stress reconstruction in particdate soil media, we have developed FOR- 
TRAN cornputer programs based on these models. In this chapter. we present the 
results we have obtained using these programs in some typical examples. 
For ray tracing, we w i l  present an example of a soil medium that undergoes 
a footing loading. First, we calculate the stress distribution corresponding to the 
loading, we then use the ray tracing program for determining the ray paths and 
t heir corres ponding tr avel- times. 
For stress reconstruction, we WU present four typical examples in which syn- 
thetic data is used to infer the corresponding stress fields. In the first example 
where we presen a footing problem, we will reconstruct the stress fields using a 
program based on the nodal stress approach; in the second to fourth examples, 
where we, respectively, present footing, tunnel, and retaining wall problems, we 
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will use another program based on the stress potential hinction approach for stress 
reconstruction. 
In the stress reconstruction examples, in order to obtain the travel-time data 
synthetically, we &st use ABAQUS [HS95], a fmite element software widely used 
in nonlinear problems, to analyze the soil medium. Having the stress distribution, 
we use the ray tracing program for generating the synthetic travel-time data. 
6.2 Ray Tracing in a Soi1 Medium Under Footing 
To illustrate the performance of the ray tracing technique we developed for stress 
induced anisotropic soil media, we present an example corresponding to a typical 
problem in soil rnechanics. In this example, as depicted in Figure 6.1, we assume a 
region of soil medium that undergoes a footing loading. We assume that the footing 
is long enough so that, for stress analysis, a plane strain mode1 is satisfactory. We, 
further, assume that the region is symmetric about a vertical plane, and that it is 
of infinite horizontal extent . 
For stress analysis using ABAQUS, we assumed that soil with density 7. = 
1.85gr/cm3 behaves as elastic-plastic material. The elastic response is assumed to 
be linear and isotropic with Young's moddus E = 2.1 x 103kg/cm2 and Poisson's 
ratio Y = 0.3. Yield is assumed to be governed by the Mohr-Coulomb surface, 
2 with a fnction angle @ = 30°, and cohesion C = 0.25kgjcm . Unfortunately, 
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is unadab le  in ABAQUS, however it is possible to 
convert Mohr-Coulomb parameters to those of Drucker-Prager which is a d a b l e  in 
ABAQUS. According to the ABAQUS user manual [HS95], in plane strain prob- 
lems, the following formula can be used for calculatirtg P and a& Drucker-Prager 
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10.0 m Rigid rock 
Figure 6.1: Soil region under footing 
parameters corresponding to a given Q and C: 
and 
2 Therefore, we find P = 39.76" and 05 = O.Bkg/cm . Having analyzed the soil 
medium using ABAQUS, we obtain the stress distribution shown in Figure 6.2. In 
this figure the distribution of uZ, o, and T is shown. 
With the stress distribution resdts obtained from ABAQUS and assuming 
a = 40 and f l  = 0.22 corresponding to the stress in (kg/m2), we used the ray 
tracing program we have developed to determine the ray paths and travel-times. 
We found that using only three ai's, the perturbation terms in equation (4.14), is 
quite satisfactory. Therefore, we obtained the ray paths between source and re- 
ceiver points located in two pardel  boreholes on the left and right boundary of the 





Figure 6.2: Dishibution of oz. o,, and T of the soi1 medium under footing 
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region respectively. These ray paths are shown in Figure 6.3. In this figure, the 
tendency of the ray paths to pass through the high stress zone is dearly shown. 
Figure 6.3: Ray paths between sources and receivers in a soi1 region under footing 
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6.3 Stress Reconstruction in Footing Problems 
To demonstrate the performance of the stress reconstruction techniques we have 
developed in this work, we will present two footing problem examples. In the 
f i s t  example, we used the nodal stress approach to reconstruct the stress of a 25 
node soil region; this approach failed to handle large-scale problems. In the second 
example, we used the stress potential function approach to reconstruct the stress 
field of the example presented in Section 6.2. 
6.3.1 Footing Problem Stress Reconstruction: Nodal Stress 
Approach 
In this example, we assume a soil region that undergoes a mat foundation of 10.0 
m width. As depicted in Figure 6.4, the foundation causes a d o r m  pressure of 
4000kg/m2 on the contact region; the soil medium can be modeled as a half-space 
subjected to a d o m  load. 
Assuming that the soil in this example behaves as an elastic and isotropie 
medium, we can use the closed form solution of the stress distribution obtained 
using theory of elasticity [KS91]. However, in this solution, the gravity load of soil 
is not considered; to the author's knowledge, no analytical solution which accounts 
for the gravity load is available. To account for the gravity load, we superimpose 
the following approximate solution to the closed form solution: 
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Figure 6.4: Soil region modeled as a half-space subjected to a uniform load 
Here uz, q, and T are the stress components, 7 is the soil density, y is the depth 
of the point where the stress is evaluated, and k is a constant. Due to the limited 
capability of the nodal stress approach, we constmct the stress distribution of a 
small subregion shown by the shaded area in Figure 6.4. Discretizing the shaded 
area into a 5 x 5 grid and choosing k = 0.1, we obtained the stress distribution in 
this subregion as show in Figure 6.5. 
With the calculated stresses, and a = 30 and P = 0.2, we first generated 
travel-time data using the ray tracing algorithm. Then we input this travel-time 
data dong with a and @ to the FORTRAN program we have developed based on 
the nodal stress approach. The initial stress distribution supplied to the program 
is shown in Figure 6.6; the divergence of this stress field from the actud field is 
around % 10. Finally we input the following equality cons traint s corresponding to 
points in contact with the footing: 
After eight iterations, the algonthm converges to the stress field shown in Figure 
6.7. 
Attempts to solve large-scale problems or even solving this problem but starting 
&om an initial guess with more divergence have failed. Therefore, this approach is 
not appropriate for real world problems. 
6.3.2 Footing Problem Stress Reconstruction: Stress hinc- 
tions Approach 
In this example, we attempt to reconstmct the stress field of the footing problem 
presented in Section 6.2. The travel-time data required for the stress reconstruction 
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Tau 
Figure 6.5: Distribution of oz, q,, and T in the rectangular subregion 
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Tau 
Figure 6.6: Distribution of cz, uy, and T in the initial guess 
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Tau 
Figure 6.7: Reconstructed distribution of oz, q,, and T in the footing problem using 
the nodal stress approach 
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was obtained f?om the ray tracing carried out in that section. As the loading 
and geometry are symmetric about the x-axis in the problem, we choose an even 
potential function of x. Furthemore, we found that polynomid of orders less than 
6 do not present the stress field of this problem satisfactorily. Therefore, we use 
the following eight h or der polynornial as the stress potential function: 
This leads to the following relations for the stress field components: 
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Thus in this approach we need to determine only 19 unknowns to reconstruct the 
stress field. In case a and P are unknown, we must determine 21 nnknowns. 
Boundary Conditions 
On the surface of the soi1 region where y = 0, the stresses a, and T are known. For 
points in contact with the footing (-2.0 < x 5 2.0), we have: 
while for the free points on the surface (2.0 5 1x1 1 5.0), we have: 
To incorporate t hese conditions and the linear and nonlinear cons traints required 
in the reconstruction algorithm, we define a set of discrete points on the region. In 
this problem, we used the nodal points of a grid of 0.5m intervals in both x and y 
directions. 
Reconstructed Stress Field 
In this example and the upcoming examples, to demonstrate the results, we present 
four sets of three diagrams showing the distribution of a., a, and r; each set is 
placed in a column. The first, which we call the actual, is that computed by 
ABAQUS. The fourth, which we c d  the best possible, is the least squares approx- 
imation to the actual obtained by using the chosen polynomial form for the stress 
function. The second, which we c d  the initial guess is obtained by making random 
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perturbations to the coefficients in the best possible. The third, which we c d  the 
reconstrvcted field, is that obtained from the tomographie reconstmction. 
In this example, the results are shown in Figure 6.8. The initial guess for stress 
distribution, shown in the second column of this figure, is obtained by making 
random perturbations, of amounts varying from %5 to %30, to the coefficients of 
the best possible. The initial guess of a and P is: 
a = 32.0 and P = 0.264. 
Using the FORTRAN program we have developed based on the stress potential 
function approach, we obtained the reconstmcted stress distributions shown in the 
third column of Figure 6.8 after three iterations, with 
a = 38.96 and /3 = 0.214. 
These values are very close to those we used to generate the travel-time data. 
Between the constructed stress distributions shown in the third column and the 
best possible solution shown in the fourth column, there is a good agreement. 
6.3.3 Tunnel Problem Stress Reconstruction: Stress Func- 
tions Approach 
In this example, as depicted in Figure 6.9, we assume a symmetnc region of a soiI 
medium which encloses a tunnel. We assume that the tunnel is long enough so that 
a plane strain model is satisfactory. 
To obtain the stress distribution of the soil medium using ABAQ US, we assumed 
that soi1 with density 7. = 1.85gr/cm3 behaves as elastic-plastic material. The 
elastic response is assumed to be linear and isotropic with Young's modulus E = 
5 
Actual x IO 
6 
1. Guess x 10 Recons. x 10 
5 5 Best x 10 
Figure 6.8: Distribution of a,, O,,, and T of the soi1 medium for the Actual, Initial, 
Reconstructed and the Best possible solution in the footing problem 
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Figure 6.9: Soi1 region with a tunnel 
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2.1 x 1 0 ~ k ~ l c r n ~  and Poisson's ratio v = 0.3. Yidd is assumed to be governed 
by the Mohr-Coulomb surface, with a friction angle B = 30°, and cohesion C = 
0.25kg/cm2. Using equations (6.1) to (6.3), we find the following Drucker-Prager 
criterion parameters corresponding to those of Mohr-Coulomb's. 
The soil around the tunnel is supported by a closed reinforced concrete shell as 
depicted in Figure 6.9. We assume that the concrete behaves as a linear elastic and 
isotropic medium with the following moduli: 
By analyzing this problem using ABAQUS, we obtained the stress distributions 
of the soi1 medium as shown in the fust column of Figure 6.10. 
With the stress distribution results obtained fiom ABAQUS, we used the ray 
tracing code to determine travel-times. for this purpose, we assumed that o! = 43.0 
and ,û = 0.23; we also assumed that two vertical boreholes are available on the 
boudaries of the region as depicted in Figure 6.9. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that 25 seismic wave sources are placed in one borehole, and the same number of 
receivers is placed in the other borehole. The sources and receivers are placed at 
2.0m intervals beginning from the soil surface to 10.0m depth, and then they are 
placed at 1.0m intervals to 28.0m depth. Then we obtain 625 travel-tirnes to be 
used for stress reconstruction in this problem. 
Because of the symmetry in this problem, we used the same eighth order poly- 
nomial of equation (6.4) as the stress potential function. 
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Boundary Conditions 
On the free surface of the soi1 region where y = O, al l  the three stress components 
are equd to zero, i.e. 
To incorporate these conditions and the linear nonlinear constra.int s required in 
the reconstruction algorith, we define a set of discrete points on the region. In 
this problem, we used the nodal points of a grid of 0.4m intervals in bot h x and y 
directions . 
Reconstructed Stress Field 
In this example, the results are shown in Figure 6.10. The initial guess for stress 
distribution, shown in the second column of this figure, is obtained by making 
random perturbations, of amounts varying from %10 to %30, to the coefficients of 
the best possible solution. 
Using the FORTRAN program we have developed based on the stress potential 
function approach, we obtained the reconstnicted stress distributions shown in the 
third column of Figure 6.8 after seven iterations. Between the constnicted stress 
distributions shown in the third column and the best possible solution shown in 
the fourth column, there is a very good agreement. 
Actual x 10 
5 
1. Guess Recons. x 10 
5 
Figure 6.10: Distribution of oz: O,, and r of the soi1 medium for the Actual, Initial. 
Reconstructed and the Best possible solution in the tunnel problem 
6.3.4 Retaining W d  Problem Stress Reconstruction: Stress 
Functions Approach 
In this example, as depicted in Figure 6.11, we have a soil medium supported by a 
retaining wd. Here, we are interested in stress reconstruction of the shaded area 
of the soil region. We assume that the soil region dong wit h the retaining wall are 
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Figure 6.11: Soi1 region supported by a retaining wall 
To obtain the stress distribution of the soil medium using ABAQUS, we assumed 
that soil with density 7, = 1.85g/cm3 behaves as elastic-plastic material. The 
elastic response is assumed to be linear and isotropic with Young's moddus E = 
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2.1 x 1oZkg/cm2 and Poisson's ratio v = 0.3. Yield is assumed to be govemed 
by the Mohr-Coulomb surface, with a Mction angle O = 30"' and cohesion C = 
0.25kg/cm2. Using equations (6.1) to (6.3)' we find the following Drucker-Prager 
criterion parameters correspondhg to those of Mok-Coulomb's. 
The soil region is supported by a reinforced concrete retaining w d .  We assume 
that the conaete behaves as a linear elastic and isotropic medium with the following 
B y analyzing t his problem using AB AQUS , we obt ained the stress distribution 
of the soil medium. In the h s t  column of Figure 6.12, the distribution of the stress 
components mz, u, and r of the soi1 region of interest is shown. 
With the stress distribution results obtained horn ABAQUS, we used the ray 
tracing code to determine travel-times. for this purpose, we assumed that a = 41.0 
and ,8 = 0.20; we also assumed that two vertical boreholes are a d a b l e  on the 
boundaties of the region as depicted in Figure 6.11. Furthexmore, it is assumed 
that 9 seismic wave sources are placed in one borehole, and 10 receivers are placed 
in the other borehole. The sources and receivers are placed at 0.5m intervals be- 
ginning from 0.5m depth. Then we obtain 90 travel-times to be used for stress 
reconstruction in this problem. 
As the problem is asymmetric, we use the following sixth order polynomial as 
the stress potential function: 
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This leads to the following relations for the stress field components: 
Thus in this approach we need to determine ody 25 unknowns to reconstruct the 
stress field. In case a and /? are unknown, we must determine 27 unknowns. 
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Boundary Conditions 
The surface of the soil region supported by the retaining w d  is subjected to a 
vertical d o r m  load of 20000.0kg/m2, therefore, at y = 0, the stresses o, nd T are 
known and we have: 
To incorporate these conditions and the linear and nonlinear constraints required 
in the reconstruction algorith, we define a set of discrete points on the region. In 
this problem, we used the nodal points of a grid of 0.25m intervals in both z and y 
directions. 
Reconstructed Stress Field 
In this example, the results are shown in Figure 6.12. The initial guess for stress 
distribution, shown in the second column of this figure, is obtained by making 
random perturbations, of amounts varying fiom %10 to %40, to the coefficients of 
the best possible solution. 
Using the FORTRAN program we have developed based on the stress potential 
function approach, we obt ained the reconstructed stress distributions shown in the 
third column of Figure 6.12 after five iterations. Between the constrncted stress 
dishibutions shown in the third column and the best possible solution shown in 
the fourth column, there is a very good agreement. 
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5 Actual I .  Guess x 10 Recons. Best 
Figure 6.12: Distribution of O,, and T of the soi1 medium for the Actual. Initial, 
Reconstructed and the Best possible solution in the retaining w d  problem 
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In this chapter, we have presented some results using the ray trachg and inversion 
techniques we have developed in this study. 
In section 6.2, we presented the ray trachg results for a typical footing problem; 
these results are obtained using the ray tracing technique we have developed for 
stress induced anisotropic media. Since, to our knowledge, there is no other ray 
tracing technique a d a b l e  for stress induced anisotropic media, these results canno t 
be verified. However, the tendency of the ray paths to p a s  through the high 
stress zone is evident which somewhat confirms the performance of the ray tracing 
t ethnique. 
In section 6.3.1, we presented the results of applying the nodal stress approach 
for stress reconstruction in a small-scale problem. In that problem, the initial guess 
was obtained by perturbing the actual stress distribution by around %IO. Un- 
der t hese circumstances, the reconstruction technique performance was acceptable. 
However, the approach failed for more distant starting guesses for this-small scale 
problem, and for any guess for large-scale ones. 
In sections 6.3.2 to 6.3.4, we presented the results of stress reconstruction we 
obtained by applying the stress potential function approach in three typical geotech- 
nical problems. These results indicate that the inversion technique based on this 
approach is reliable and capable of reconstructing general features of stress fields. 
However, due to some shortcomings in the polynomial representation of the stress 
field, delicate details in stress distribution, if any exist, cannot be reconstructed. 
Chapter 7 
Closure 
This dissertation embodies the results of research which was motivated by the 
success of computerized tomography (CT) in Mnous disciplines. In this research, 
we employed the concepts and techniques of CT to develop a model which can be 
used for monitoring stress distribution of granular soil media. This is an inverse 
problem, and we assume that travel-time data of compressional seismic waves is 
available for t his purpose. 
The media of interest in this problem can be categorized as inhomogeneous 
and anisotropic. Accordingly, we first derived a relation between travel-time of 
compressional waves and stress distribution. This relation is in the form of Fredholm 
equation of the first kind. As the second step, based on that equation, we developed 
a fast twepoint ray tracing technique for solving the direct problem. 
For the inverse problem, we first developed an inversion technique based on 
considering the unknown stress components on prespeded nodes on the region of 
interest. This technique led to a large scale highly nonlinear optimization prob- 
lem which appeared to be impracticd to handle real world problems. Thus, we 
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developed another inversion technique based on parametric representation of stress 
field. This technique led to a highly nonlinear, though manageable, optimization 
problem. Finally, based on synthetic data, we presented a number of illnstrative 
examples to evaluate the performance of the models developed in this work. 
It may be noted that the present work represents a part of that required to 
establish a more reliable and sophisticated model for soil stress imaging. Due to 
the novelty of this work, no simdated or experimental results are available in the 
literature to evaluate the performance of the models of this work; hopefully. this 
work WU tngger further future research in this area. 
Finally, for further research in this area, we suggest the following topics. 
a Incorporat ing more realistic anisotropy models. 
a Extending the presented models for fluid-saturated porous media. 
a Encoding and evaluating the 3-D model presented in this work. 
Incorporating other methods of parametric representation of stress field in 
the stress potential function approach. 
0 Sometimes there is a known closed form solution to a problem which is similar 
to the one being studied. For example, there is a known closed form solution 
for a footing on an elastic half-space. In such a case, we rnay take this solution 
as a first approximation, and use a polynomial stress function to model the 
clifference between our problem and the classic one. 
O obtaining and using measured travel-time data for inversion. 
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